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The cover of this issue is from a portfolio of pho

tographs by Laura Volkerding. They offer us glimpses 

into the European schools where the skills required for 

restoration and repair of historic buildings are practiced 

and refined, into the inner sanctums of craft. These 

images remind us that the intricacies of skill embedded 

in well-crafted places do not just happen. They are 

learned, passed from generation to generation. They 

represent knowledgeable care gained from observation, 

instruction and practice, then imparted in the materials 

of building.

Good places embody many kinds of care, then 

become overlaid with the acts, memories and concerns 

of those who use them. Daniel P. Gregory traces the 

evolution of his grandmother’s summer home, an appar

ently artless ranch house by William W'urster that has 

long been considered one of the icons of California 

regional architecture. The story goes that Wurster 

designed it in a day—but the story behind the story 

includes two previous architects and layers of previous 

thought upon which Wurster built. There is a story 

after the story, too, which includes the bonding of a 

family, the building’s entry into the annals of architec

ture and the visits of notable architects. We invited 

three of the latter to comment. They find, not surpris

ingly, three differing qualities in the place, each related 

to their own interests and background.
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scape explores ways in which the dominant forces in our 

culture exclude, repress, or exploit minority interests 

and offers suggestions for expanding our access to cul

tural diversity.
We begin, however, with a look at the ephemeral 

layer of images and objects that envelopes everyday 

surroundings in New York City, a surface layer that 

unwittingly but persistently qualifies our feelings 

about places.

An entirely different array of decisions, inventions 

and multiple interests underlie the making of the 

Rockridge xMarket Hall, an uncommonly effective cor

ner in Oakland. Herb Childress’ account of the effort 

and ingenuity required to bring this place into being is 

set into the context of commimity concerns.

The multiplicity of our culture and the range of 

interests that it represents can be a rich source for envi

ronmental design, but more often it is not. A group of 

papers from a conference on vision, culture and land —Donlyn Lyndon

Cover

Mmlson dts compmgnons, Paris. 

Photo by Laura Volkerdirtg.
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SPEAKING OF PLACES :

Incidental Among the elements that tell us about 
a place—the forms of architecture, the 
shape of the sky and the character of 
incidental things—it is the character 
of incidental things ahtmt which cities 
can do most and whose impact we 
understand least.

Incidmtal means a chance or unde
signed feature, something casual, 
hence minor, of secondary importance. 
It also refers to an incident, a chance 
event. Incidental architecture consists 
of the expressions, gestures and touch
es that inform us about what a place is 
like. It is both incidental to buildings 
and infrastructure and a happening— 
an object in space and an act in dme.

Little of incidental architecture is 
permanent. It is around for just a 
while—put there, moved around, 
taken down, or left to tatter. But while 
it is there, it tells us who has been by, 
the way things are done and the kind 
of care that’s been given. It is the con
versation, tone, or voice of a place.

Incidental architecture is signs and 
banners and “public art.” It is fences, 
flowerpots and checkered table cloths; 
window curtains, mailboxes and trash; 
cars and vendors and the sounds of 
each; and the smell of urine, washed 
pavements and coffee.

Collected by habit and happen
stance, molded by culture and sculpted 
by rules, this undefined, unnoticed 
stuff of city life has, overtly and sub- 
liminally, an overwhelming effect on 
everything from how we feel about 
where we are to how we feel at all.

We spend most of our rime as pro
fessionals creating the buildings and 
the infrastructure of our cities. Yet 
most of the sense or feeling of the city 
comes from incidental things that )ust 
happen—seemingly without intention, 
but with far more impact than most of 
the architecture to which these things 
are incidental.

What we plan and design—the 
facades, the bulk, the surfaces and 
detail—is the armature on which the 
sensory life of the city is built. Like an 
armature, our architecture succeeds or 
fails on its abilit)' to support this sniff 
of life, not by cleaning it up and 
putting it away but by knowing what it 
is, understanding how it works and 
setting a place that makes room for it 
to happen.

Shop signs for “specials," posted 
announcements, flags, balloons and 
grafBri all speak about our daily tasks, 
our elation and our discontent. Even 
garbage waiting for pick up tells us 
what% being done, who cares and the 
way they live.

The accompanying photos show 
ordinary visual moments in an ordi
nary day in an attempt to reconstruct 
what we sense around us. Not what we 
think we ought to have sensed, nor 
things that we think should be mean
ingful—but what is actually out there. 
Most of the shots were taken in 
Manhattan on a single day by me or 
my associate Andy Johnston. They 
show how one would ordinarily see the 
street, but without the eye or the 
instinct of a “trained” observer who 
might look beyond all the clutter and 
activity to the architecture, thus miss
ing what is really there.

Clearly, what we find in our lively, 
scrufiy New York has no relation to 
what exists in more sanitized commu
nities. But the concept of incidental 
architecture as reflections of habit, cul
ture and rules applies anywhere.

The stmner we acknowledge it as a 
significant continuing part of our envi
ronment and as vital and articulate 
communication, the sooner we’li build 
to support it for all of us to enjoy.

Architecture

Stuart Pertz
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Then there Is the Intended inci

dental architeclure—officially 

recognized street furniture 

—but often so anthropomor- 

phkally expressive.

Sj the sidewalk—the New Yorker's horizon.Most people are not trained observers, they

Few thirtgs tell as much about 

ourselves as trash we leave

around.

Photos by Stuart Peili and 

Andy Johrtston.
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Sights, sounds, smells and sidewalk activity jiT^ Our response depends upon . . .■4-

And then there are signs that 

say S€>mething—with words, or 

mthovt them —Hey! Look at

mel I'm here!
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struct iofi, and th« soonar w* 

recognoc it the sooner we will 

make rt a less intruf ive and 

more responsible part of our 

street life.

We all assume construction is a

temporary phenomenon—a 

momentary adjustment until 

we're fixed or finished. Not so. 

We are permarterttly in oon-

Who we are matters: stranger, visitor, denizen.with the things we ex|»erience.... how closely we can or must identify

Some incidents are quite con

trived—parades. street fairs 

and block parties where 

the choreoqraphy of the crowd 

is the incident.

7
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What landscapes have people who are ethnic minorities, or who are not 

politically or economically empowered, created? Are these landscapes ter

ritory for scholarly investigation, a resource worthy of preservation, or inspi

ration for new design projects? These questions, whose challenge has been 

recognized belatedly by designers, social scientists and preservation agencies, 

provide a framework for this discussion of vision, culture and landscape.

The work of Dolores Hayden, Rina Swentzell and David Chuenyan Lai 

reflects their varying levels of personal interaction with cultural landscapes 

(Hayden is an investigator and designer; Swentzell is a participant; Lai is an 

observer and analyst). It also offers insight into how we can look at these 

landscapes, understand their comiection witli the lives of people who create 

them, and maintain them as significant places. Wilbur Zelinsky comments 

on these scholars’ work, and Paul Groth exhorts designers to assume respon

sibility for the environmental education of the public at large.

These articles (except the responses to Zelinsky) were expanded from 

remarks made at the Berkeley Symposium on Cultural Landscape 

Interpretation, held last March in conjunction with the seventy-fifth anniver

sary of the Department of Landscape Architecture at the University of 

California, Berkeley.

The symposium honored two retired Berkeley faculty, John Brinckerhoff 

Jackson and R. Burton Litton, Jr., whose divergent approaches to landscape 

analysis find common ground here. Lai borrows Litton’s quantitative and 

qualitative visual analysis methods to explain how Chinatowns’ unique iden

tity is framed by their visual character. Hayden’s uncovering of the history 

of women, labor and ethnic groups in Los Angeles reflects Jackson’s study 

of how ordinary people express their cultural identities in the networks of 

places they make and use. The common lesson is that we must endeavor to 

see the landscape around us, and what we see inevitably influences our efforts 

to shape it.

‘>1

—Todd W. Bressi

The text of these papers and others presented at the symposium can be found in Paul Groth, ed.. 
Vision, Culture and Landscape; Working Papers from the Berkeley Symposium on 
Cultural Landscape Interpretation, available from the Center for Environmental Design 
Research; 390 IVurster Hall; University of California; Berkeley, CA 94120; (415) 642-2986.
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Dolores Hayden

Using Ethnic History 
To Understand Urban Landscapes

In 1954, when the Immigration and Naturalization Service abandoned it as a place for 

processing immigrants and deportees, Ellis Island, the greatest national monument of 

American ethnic history, was considered surplus government property. The General 

Services Administration couldn’t sell it. The National Park Service said it had little his-

significance. Not until 1965 did it become part of the Statue of Liberty National

fine example of America’s changing
tone
Monument. Finally, in the 1990s it will reopen as 

sense of what we should historicallj' commemorate and how.”*

Yet, e.Kcept for nationally significant places like Ellis Island, preserving and inter

preting the histor)' of urban ethnic groups is still conmwersial. Opportunities to save 

vernacular buildings in many urban neighborhoods — the modest homes, workplaces, 

public spaces and landscapes that hav'c framed the daily lives of working people in the 

past—are still ignored.,!. B. Jackson w^as one o! the first to point out the importance 

of the vernacular landscape to understanding American culture. The vernacular urban 

landscape is also crucial to understanding our unique .\merican urban historv', which 

has immigration and ethnic diversitv' as central themes.

Because neither the national government, states, nor big cities have dealt well with 

urban ethnic places, many small non-profit groups have organized to celebrate their 

cultural heritage. Today in Los Angeles African-.American, C^hincse-American, 

Japancse-American, Native American and Latino history groups are active. This is part

ly a resfvonse to a predominance in Los .Angeles of landmarks of more traditional 

kinds—marking political, military, business and professional history and focusing on 

the achievements of men of Anglo-Saxon Protestant background. In Los .Angeles today, 

at last count, more than 97 percent of the official landmarks were of this sort. But Los 

/Vngcles was founded in 1781 by a group of .settlers w^ho.se heritage was predominantly 

Mexican, Native American and African. Even now', three quarters of the citizens arc 

not white males. So where does the majority find its history?

own

Facing pag«: 1h« Emba5sy Hotel 

and Auditorium remairts the 

most significant site for com* 

nvemorating the combined 

activities of ethnic minorities, 

women and labor unions in the 

development of Los Angeles.

A Power of Place public art pro

ject will recall the community 

and labor organiiing, especially 

among garment and cannery 

wortcers. that took place here. 

Photo courtesy Dolores Hayden.
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Japafi«s*<American in

a comnwrcial flower field near

downtown Los Angeles. 

Photo courtesy Japanese* 

American Cultural and Com

munity Center-

In 1982 I founded a small non
profit corporation, The Power of 
Place, to address underrepresented 
aspects of the urban heritage. We are 
committed to identif\nng landmarLs of 
ethnic, women’s and labor historj’ not 
yet seen as cultural resources, and cre
ating more balanced interpretations of 
e.xisting landmarks to emphasize the 
ethnic diversit}’ of the city. We publish 
walking tours and scholarly research 
about historic sites and buildings, 
sponsor community history work
shops, make proposals for historic 
preservation and sponsor public art.

'1‘he Power of Place is unusual 
because it is an organization with a 
multi-cultural focus, and because the 
focus is both historical and visual. 
While well-known professionals work 
on the project teams, most of the day- 
to-tlay work is done by UCLA interns 
—young architects, planners and 
scholars—who are learning to incor- 
pjorate these concerns into their work.

I am a stKrial historian of architec
ture and urban development. In focus
ing on public history, I have been 
influenced by groups such a.s the Brass 
Workers History Project of 
Waterbur)', Conn., led by Jeremy 
Brecher, and the New York Chinatown 
History Project, started by jack 'I'chen.
I share their commitment to workers’ 
liismr)' and ethnic history, but I am 
also interested in die physical design of 
the city (preserved buildings or dis
tricts, new art works, new itineraries) 
as a medium for some of our work.

It is a medium that promotes public 
memory. Por example, the Black 
Heritage Trail, run by the National 
Park Service in Boston, is a project 
that has a strong physical presence on 
Beacon Hill, and this imageahility 
means when people have seen it, they 
remember it as part of the city. I agree 
with Kevin Lynch, who once said 
“Choosing a past helps us to construct

Chin«t*-Am«rican produce 

vendors at the La Ptacita out- 

door market. 1695.

Photo courtesy Chinese 

Historical Society of Southern 

California.
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a future.”’ I woiilil make this more 
explicit: C^hoosing to celebrate ethnic 
diversity, as a part of our historv, 
should be an essential (>art of urban 
and cultural planning.

This is controversial in terms of 
both theor\- and practice. There are 
various approaches to the vernacular, 
the urban and the ethnic. One of the 
best books on ethnic architecture, Dell 
Uptons edited collection.
Anbiuclural Roots: Ethnic Groups That 
Built America, incluiles brief essays on 
different rural ethnic grtmps and their 
vernacular buiUlings by a numl>er of 
architectural historians, cultural geog
raphers, folkh)rists and anthropolo
gists, including I lenry' Cilassie, John 
Vlach and C^hristophcr \1p. This illus

trated guide helps the student or the 
traveler spot an Irish-American house 
in Appalachia, a Ciennan-.\merican 
barn in Pennsylvania, slave cabins in 
Mississippi, or a Japanese-.American 
temple in Hawaii. WTiile Upton sug
gests that “large urban ethnic groups 
evidently built little that was distinc
tive,” he then allows, “we cannot be 
too confident in making such asser
tions. The absence of urban ethnic 
architectures may be more apparent 
than real.”^

I think it is possible to tease out 
this material by using methods from 
social histoiy as well as from vernacu
lar building history to define some 
surviving ethnic cultural landscapes 
dating from IS50 to 1940 in many

Latina garment workers 

meeting at the Embassy 

Theater, 1946.

Photo courtesy Dolores Hayden.
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Th« Power of Place's 
^ Biddy Mason Project

The first public art project undertaken by The 

Power of Place focused on Biddy Mason, an 

African-Amcrkan working woman who strug

gled to gain her freedom from slavery, estab

lish a practice as a midwife, raise a family and 

establish both her own homestead and various 

community organications in Los Angeles.

When I first saw ttte site of Mason's home

stead. it was a parking lot at 333 Sprirtg Street 

in downtown Los Angeles, an unlikely place for 

a history project. Then in 1986 a planrter at 

the Los Angeles Community Reiievelopment 

Agency, Robert Chattel, contacted me and 

asked if The Power of Place would be interested 

in proposirtg new puMk art for the sKe. which 

was about to become a 1B«tory retail and gar

age complex. The developers and their wt con

sultant. Mkhelle Isenberg were also supportive 

of the project. I was project director and Nsto- 

rlan on the team, whkh included graphic de- 

sigrw Shaila de Bretteville, artists Betye Saar 

and Susan King, and curator Dortrta Graves.^

The first public event was a workshop. 

Historiartt, planrters. commurtity members, stu

dents and the project team discussed the impor- 

tarKe of the history of the African-Amerkan 

community in Los Angeles, and women's his-

Third, "Biddy Mason: Time and Place," e 

black poured conoete wall with slate ar>d gran

ite inset panels, designed by de Bretteville. 

chronicles the story of Biddy Mason and her 

life, The wall irKludes a midwife's bag, scissors 

and spools of thread embossed into the corv 

Crete. De Bretteville also irKluded a picket fence 

around the homestead, agave leaves and 

wagon wheels representing Mason's walk to 

freedom from Mississippi to California, Both 

her "Freedom Papers" and the deed to her 

homestead are ariK>ng the historic documents 

and photographs borulcd to limestone panels.

Fourth, we produced an inexpensive poster, 

"GrarKima Mason's Place: A Midwife's Home

stead," also designed by de Bretteville. His

torical text I wrote fcK the poster included 

midwives' folk remedies. Fifth, my article, 

"Biddy Mason's Los Angeles. 18S6-1891," ap

peared in California History in fall 1989.

The pieces share convnon imagery: grave

stone rubbings in the book and carved letters in 

the wall, and a picket fence, medkinc bottle 

and midwife's beg in the lobby and the well. 

One old photograph of Mason and her kin on 

the poi^ of the Owens family house appears in 

several parts of the project as does a portrait.

Everyone who becomes involved in a pubtk 

history or public art project hopes for an audi- 

ence that reaches beyond the classroom or the 

museum. The wall has been especially success

ful in evoking the community spirit of claiming 

the plac*. Youngsters run their hartds alorrg the 

wagon wheels, elderly people decipher the his

toric maps and the Freedom Papers. People of 

all ages ask their frier>ds to pose for srtapshots 

in front of their favorite parts of the well.

—Ootores Haydan

tory wHhm it Mason's role as a midwife and 

founder of the AME Church was stressed.

The project induded five parts. First Saar's 

assemblage, 'Biddy Meson's House of the Open 

Hartcl" installed in the etevator lobby, mcluded 

motifs from vernacular butidirrgs of the 1B80s 

as well as a hibute to Mason's life. Second, 

King's large format letterpress book. HOME/- 

stead, was published In an edition of 35. King 

incorporated rubbings from Evergreen Ceme

tery in Boyle Heights, where Mason is buried. 

These induded virtes. leaves and an image of 

the gate of Heaven. The book weaves together 

historical text with King's meditations on the 

homestead becoming a 10-story buiidirtg.

Sheila de Bretteville,

Biddy Mason: Time and Mace.

1989.

Photo courtesy The Power 

of Place.
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Opposite;

Women of the Owens

and Mason families at the

Owens' home.

Photo courtesy University 

of California, Los Artgcles.

American cities and towns. Indeed, 
it is not only possible to find these eth
nic, urban places, but also our last 
chance to save some of them. As J.B. 
Jackson suggested in The Necessity 
for Ruins, decline is often the stimulus 
for action.'^

W'hat do these ethnic urban land
scapes consist of? In addition to 
vernacular buildings, there arc ethnic 
spatial patterns, ethnic vernacular 
arts traditions and territorial histories 
contributing to the whole.

Let me define each of these compo
nents. I'ervacular huiUing can be part 
of the public history of any communi
ty, if the construction of residences 
and workplaces is understood and 
interpreted as a stK'ial and economic 
process.^ Wliile many vernacular 
structures are not e.vceptional as archi
tecture, their age, scale and neighbor- 
hocxl meaning may make them vital 
reminders of the ethnic past.

In addition to considering the eth
nic social histoiy behind many phy-si- 
cally unremarkable stnictures, it is also 
es-sential to analy'ze building types and 
their special relationships to ethnic 
neighborhootls. Religious buildings, 
meeting halls and markets have been 
important for almost all groups, but 
some building types are identified with 
particular ethnic groups. Laundries, 
produce markets and herb shops, for 
example, were often develofted by 
Chinese-Ainericans; and flower mar
kets and midwives’ hospitals by 
Japanese-Americans. Not only can one 
study ethnic groups’ distinctive 
approaches to creating space, it is also 
important to study buildings that are 
occupied by different ethnic groups 
over time, to see how groups impose 
different requirements and how archi
tectural transFormauuns take place.

Ethnic spatial pattenis, such as 
Chinese-American gateways and 
underground passages, or Latino mar-

Oescendants of Biddy Mason at 

the dadkation of the Biddy 

Ktoson wall.

Photo by Dolores Hayden, cour

tesy The Power of Piece.

Betye Saar,

Biddy Mtison’s House of the 

Open Hand, detail, 1969.

Photo courtesy Power of Place.
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kets, streets and public plazas, can also 
be found in many neighborhoods. The 
kind of research David C’huenyan Lai 
has done on the spatial strucnire of 
C^hinatowns in C’anada would serve as 
an excellent example of what is needed 
for American ethnic neighborhoods.* 
This physically oriented research can 
he jcjined t<i studies of jKople using 
space, such as Dan Rose’s anthropo
logical work on African-American 
street life or C-hristine Stansell’s histor
ical research on women and children 
in the streets of New York.^

Ethnic spatial patterns also mark 
the history of work in the city because 
members of different groups arrive 
with different skills and because occu- 
patit»nal segregation often occurs 
along ethnic lines. Lying the history of 
work to the urban landscape often 
reveals patterns of infrastructure con
struction that can be interpreted as 
pan of ethnic history. Water systems 
in Los Angeles were built by Irish- 
Ainericans, streetcar lines by Mexican 
immigrants wt)rking on r/ traqite, rail- 
roatls by C^hinese-American workers. 
I'he brickyards were run by Latinos.

Ethnic vaniacxtlar arts traditions are 
also distinctive. Some I have come 
across in Los Angeles are Japanese- 
.‘Vmerican flower decorations for 
streets, /\nglo fruit and walnut archi
tecture for citrus festivals, Chinese- 
American vegetable gardens and 
Mexican-Anterican sign painting tradi
tions for both commercial buildings 
and trucks. Many ethnic groups also 
have traditions of street festivals—an 
art fomt itself.

Probably the most complete 
account of the decorative traditions of 
a specific ethnic group is the Fleisher 
Art Memorial’s Italian-American 
catalogue for Philadelphia which 
describes masonry, confectionery^ win
dow dressing and street festival design, 
among other traditions.®

Territorial histories are perhaps the 
most coinplicateil part of the ethnic 
cultural landscape to research. 
Ihritoriality is a term geographers 
use;^ territorial history is a term 1 have 
devised. By territorial history, I mean 
the history of a lM)unded space, with 
some enforcentent of the boundary, 
used as a way of defining political and 
economic power. It is the political and 
temporal complement of a cognitive 
map; it is an account of both inclusion 
and exclusion.

The interviews of oral historians 
are full of territorial history that the 
compilers usually don’t know what to 
do with. For example, a black lawyer 
who grew up in a middle class family 
in Los f\ngeles in the 1930s and 1940s 
recalls that he had to sit in segregated 
movie theaters, that he could not drive 
to Compton, Inglewood, or Glendale, 
but that he could go to the beach safe
ly at any time on the streetcar.*^ The 
lawyer also remembers having 
Japanese-American friends, watching 
them sent to Manzanar, going to visit 
there and finding a fence in the visit
ing room, so that he couldn’t play with 
the other children. This is an individu
al account taken from an oral history 
interx'iew; a collection of such accounts 
can create an ethnic territorial histoiy' 
for a given time in a city’s history.

That ethnic territorial history' will 
also help to locate {mtential landmarks 
that are sites of political struggle—a 
church whose congregation led the 
civil rights movement or a cnisading 
newspaper like the Los Angeles Eagle, 
whose editor took up fair housing. In 
this context, these buildings can 
l>ecome more viable locations for 
architectural preservation efforts than 
they might be as isolated structures.

There are many territories, some 
definetl by ethnicity, some by class and 
some by gender, just as there are many 
identities. It is important not to gener

alize too broadly about any one of 
these territories or identities in isola
tion from the others. If public history 
prt)jects are organized by ethnicity, 
then it is particularly important to 
review them to make sure that class 
and gender have been represented.

I tackled the problem of integrating 
ethnicit)’ and class by beginning The 
Power of Place walking tour series 
with a multi-ethnic tour of downtown, 
based on the history of the labor force 
in the city'. It included workers in the 
x'ineyards and groves, protluce mar
kets, flower fields, the oil field, a pre
fabricated housing factory and 
garment factories, as well as inidwives 
and firefighters. Ethnicity and gender 
were subthemes, as men, women and 
children of every ethnic group were 
identified as part of the work force 
needed to feed, clothe and shelter the 
residents of the city. Overall, the tour 
tells the history' of the city through 
pnxluction rather than consumption.

Like class, gender cuts across ethnic 
lines and is a distinctive aspect of terri
torial history. Women’s history has 
been neglected even more than class 
or ethnic hi.story, and acknowledging 
the presence of women in history' 
should be an essential part of every 
new ethnic history' project, as well as 
an incentive for the reinterpretation of 
many existing landmarks. The Power 
of Place has found that it is possible to 
celebrate women's traditional occupa
tions (such as housewife, midwife, 
nurse and garment worker) as well as 
women’s entry into non-traditional 
fields (such as oil wildcatter and labor 
organizer) in a small area of down
town Los Angeles, and touch all of the 
major ethnic groups.

Ultimately, the strategies I have 
been describing are the scholar’s ways 
of understanding ethnic history and 
making it visible in lectures, Imoks, 
lours and exhibits. Historic preserva-
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Notes

tianists niav also find some of them 
useful. Kthnie history presents great 
challenges for .'\iiierican architectural 
preserv'ation, with its emphasis on 
commercial real estate ami adaptive 
reuseJ* The Power of Place has helped 
save some buildings, hut what is more 
unusual is that we have ex|KTiniented 
with involving artists and designers in 
making ethnic histoiy visible.

Successful ethnic histor> projects 
can expand the audience for all public 
histoiy and presersation. First, the 
awareness that eveiy citizen's histor}' is 
important can generate a new kind of 
pride in a multicultural cit)'. Second, 
recognition of historic structures in 
poorer neighhorh(K>ds can support 
other kinds of communit)' organizing 
for change. Such projects can Im; tied 
to the overall economic development 
of a neighborhoiKl and anchor a vari- 
et}' of activities. Third, if vacant sites 
of historic importance can he used for 
new public art pnijects based on ethnic 
histoiy, or for new open space designs 
with the same emphasis, the energies 
of talented artists and designers will 
enrich the city,

A variety- of ethnic history 
projects—some walking tours anti 
books, some physical projects based on 
preservation of vernacular buildings, 
some on new art or landscape 
designs—can create a stronger urban 
sense of place and a more egalitarian 
approach to the uri)an landscape, 
where attention is given to every urban 
neighborhood, not just those where 
commercial real estate ventures are 
profitable. This is the kind of city' The 
Power Place would like to help create.
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Rina Swentzell

Conflicting Landscape Values:
The Santa Clara Pueblo and Day School

The following is about my understanding— and feelings—about two very different 

relationships to the land represented by the Santa Clara Pueblo, in New Mexico, and 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) day school established next to it. These different 

relationships reflect the divergent world views of two cultures, as well as their differing 

methods and content of education.

Pueblo people believe that the primary and most important relationship for 

humans is with the land, the natural environment and the cosmos, which in the Pueblo 

world are synonymous. Humans exist within the cosmos and are an integral part of the 

functioning of the earth community.

The mystical nature of the land, the earth, is recognized and honored. Direct con

tact and interaction with the land, the natural environment, is sought. In the pueblo, 

there are no manipulated outdoor areas that serve to distinguish humans from nature. 

There are no outdoor areas that attest to human control over “wild” nature. There are 

no areas where nature is domesticated.

Santa Clara, where I was bom, is a typical Tewa Pueblo with myths that connect 

it to the nearby prehistoric sites and also inextricably weave the human place into a 

imion with the land from whence the people emerged. The people dwell at the center, 

around the nansipii, the “emergence place” or “breathing place.” The breath flows 

through the center as it does through other breathing places in the low hills and far 

moimtains. These symbolic places remind the people of the vital, breathing earth and 

their specific locations are where the people can feel the strongest connection to the 

flow of energy, or the creation of the universe. The plants, rocks, land and people are 

part of an entity that is sacred because it breathes the creative energy of the universe.View from roof of pueblo 

church, 1899.

Photo by Vroman (no firrt 

name given). Courteiy 

Smithsonian Institute, National 

Anthropological Archives,
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The physical location of Santa 
Clara Pueblo is of great importance— 
the Rio Grande snakes along the east 
of the Pueblo; the mysterious Black 
Mesa, where the mask whippets 
emerge, is to the south; the surround
ing low hills contain shrines and spe
cial ceremonial areas; and the far 
mountains define the valley where 
humans live.

This world, for me as a child, was 
very comfortable and secure because it 
gave a sense of containment. We 
roamed in the fields and nearby hills. 
At an early age we learned an inrimac)' 
with the natural environment and 
other living creatures. We learned of 
their connectedness to rocks, plants 
and other animals through phy'sical 
interaction and verbal communication. 
We gained tremendous confidence and 
an unquestioning sense of belonging 
within the natural ordering of the cos
mos. Learning happened easily. It was 
about living. In ^ct, the word for 
learning in Tewa is baa-pii-wtb, which 
translates as “to have breath.” To 
breathe or to be alive is to leam.

Within the Pueblo, outdoor and 
indoor spaces flowed freely and were 
hardly distinguishable. One moved in 
bare feet from interior dirt flcMrrs 
enclosed by mud walls to the well- 
packed dirt smoothness of the Pueblo 
plaza. In this movement, all senses 
were utilized. Each of the various dirt 
surfaces (interior walls, outdoor walls, 
plaza floor) were touched, smelled and 
tasted. Special rocks were carried in 
the mouth so that their energy would 
flow into us. Everything was touch
able, knowable and accessible.

There was consistency in that 
world because the colors, textures and 
movements of the natural landscape 
were reflected everywhere in the 
human-made landscape. Reflection on 
the cosmos was encouraged. Separa
tion of natural and human-made

spaces was minimal, so conscious 
beautification of either outdoor or 
indoor spaces was not necessary. 
Landscaping—replanting, bringing in 
trees, shrubs and grass for aesthetic 
reasons—was thought to be totally 
unnecessary. The mobility of humans 
and animals was accepted but the 
mobility of plants rooted in their earth 
places was inconceivable.

The Pueblo plaza was almost 
always full. People cooked outdoors, 
husked com, dried food and sat in the 
sun. The scale of the Pueblo plaza was 
such that I never felt lost in it even 
when I was the only person there.

The form and organization of the 
Pueblo house reinforced the sense of 
security and importance of place. One 
sat on and played on the center of the 
world (the nansipu) and thereby 
derived a sense of significance. Houses 
were climbed on, jumped on, slept on 
and cooked on. They were not materi
al symbols of wealth but were rather, 
in Thoreau’s terminology, a most 
direct and elegandy simple expression 
of meeting the human need for shelter.

Construction methods and materi
als were uncomplicated. The most 
direct methods were combined with 
the most accessible materials.
Everyone participated, without excep
tion—children, men, women, elders. 
Anybody could build a house or any 
necessary structure. Designers and 
architects were unnecessary since there 
was no conscious aesthetic striving or 
stylistic interest.

Crucial elements of the house inte
riors were the low ceilings; rounded 
and hand-plastered walls; small, dark 
areas; tiny, sparse windows and doors; 
and multiple-use rooms. All interior 
spaces were shared by everybody, 
were the exterior spaces. The need for 
individual privacy was not important 
enough to affect the plan of Pueblo 
houses. Privacy was viewed in a differ-

□
□

Ch

□

asEvolution of tho Santo Clara

puablo from traditional form 

(top) to rocant yaarv (bottom). 

Drawings courtesy Rina 

Swentzell.
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View of the Sente Qera Puebio,

1879.
Photo by J. K. Hillers. Courtesy 

Smithsonien Institute. Nationel

Anthropologicel Archives.
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1940s.
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ent way; it was carried around within 
the individual and walls and ph^'sical 
space were not needed to defend it. 
Sharing was crucial.

Within the house, as without, spir
its moved freely. Members of families 
were sometimes buried in the dirt 
floor and their spirits became a part of 
the house environment. Besides those 
spirits there were others who had spe
cial connections with the house struc
ture because they assisted in its 
construction or because they were 
bom or died in it. Since houses sur
vived many generations, the spirits 
were many. Houses were iilessed with 
a special ceremony similar to the ritual 
performed for a baby at birth. There

was also an easy acceptance of the 
deterioration of a house. Houses, just 
as peopled bodies, came from and 
went back into die earth.

Ideas that characterize the Pueblo 
human-made and natural environ
ments, then, are that humans and 
nature are inseparable, human envi
ronments emulate and reflect the cos
mos, creative energy flows through the 
natural environment (of which every 
aspect, including rocks, trees, clouds 
and p>eople) is alive, and aesthetics and 
the cosmos are synonymous.

Kivm «t Santa aara Puablo.

enclosure for the n»nsipu 

or "breathing hola.”

Photo by Fayette W. Van Zile. 

Courtesy Smithsonian Institute, 

National Anthropological 

Archives.
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How Western Education 
Shaped the Day School Landscape

“Tftf goal, from the beginning of attempts 
at formal education of the American 
Indian, has been not so mtuh to educate 
him as to change him." *

X---H—a-----it—»<—d------it—n—n—it—d—t
% GARAGES

*
CLINICSanta Clara Day School was intro

duced to such a world in the early 
1890s during the BIA’s golden age of 
constructing schools for Native 
Americans. In the very early years of 
European settlement in America, vari
ous religious groups attempted to 
ilize” and Christianize Native 
Americans. In 1832, that responsibility 
was assumed by the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs and the focus narrowed 
to “civilizing” Native Americans.

From 1890 to 1928, the goal was to 
assimilate Native Americans; the tac
tics were dissolving their social struc
ture through Western education and 
destroying their land base. After 1928, 
when an influential government study 
asked for “a change in point of view” 
in how Native Americans should be 
educated, programs in bilingual educa
tion, adult basic education, training of 
Native American teachers. Native 
Anterican culture and in-service teach
er training were initiated across the 
country. But these programs were halt
ed almost as quickly, and certainly 
before these ideas reached Santa Clara 
Day School.

The years after 1944 saw a new 
determination to terminate Native 
American reservations and abolish the 
special relationships between Native 
Americans and the federal govern
ment, relationships that had l>een 
guaranteed by centuries of law and 
treaties.2 It was during this time, from 
1945 to 1951, that I attended Santa 
Clara Pueblo Day School.

The government school grounds 
and buildings, built during the 1920s, 
not only reflected that attitude of 
changing and civilizing Native 
Americans but also characterized the

PUMPLAUNDRY*

HOUSES
in FOR in

TEACHERS

SCHOOL **civ-
* GARAGE

MAINTENANCE
SHOP

4—M-----*—¥—Y

Ptan of BIA school

at Santa Clara.

BtA school playground.

Photo courtesy Rina SwantxelL
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dom of activity and choice; to a great 
extent they were trusted as capable of 
being in charge of themselves. ITiis 
liberal assumption created its own self- 
fulfilling prophecy. Since Pueblo chil
dren were expected to care for 
themselves in an adequate, responsible 
way, they generally did.

But within the BIA school, there 
was a different attitude: The overall 
atmosphere was one of skepticism.
'I'he fence was an expression of the 
lack of respect and trust in others. 
Although the formal reason given for 
the fence was that it kept out animals, 
everyone in the Pueblo knew its pur
pose was also to keep people out. It 
was an unsettling feeling to know 
other people had to physically protect 
themselves from community.

As the school grounds were sepa
rate from the life and environment 
around it, so were the various struc
tures located within the com|x>und 
separate from each other. There were 
separate laundry and shower build
ings—as part of the civilizing effort, 
everylxxly, including adults, was sup
posed to take showers. Also included 
in the compound were a health clinic, 
a maintenance shop, the main school 
building and small separate houses for 
the teachers. All of them were scat
tered seemingly randomly in the 
approximately five-acre compound.

Within the school building, chil
dren were grouped into rooms accord
ing to grade level. Inside the various 
classrooms, the divisions continued. 
Those who could read well were sepa
rated from those who could not. In
dividual desks and mats were assigned. 
Individual achievement was praised. 
Concentration on the individual, or 
the parts, which has become the hall
mark of modem American society, 
was strongly emphasized. This was in 
contrast to the holistic concepts of 
the Pueblo, which emphasized togeth-

KITCHEN
SEWING

LIBRARY

rb
4-6K-1

cRGIRLS HALLWAY
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Z-3

Plan of BIA school building.

general Westem-European attitude of 
human control that seems to stem 
from the Renaissance glorification of 
human capabilities. Everything had to 
be changed so it would be in accor
dance with the Western way of think
ing and being. The BIA school 
compounds reflected a foreign world 
view that opposed the Pueblo world 
and its phy'sical organization.

At Santa Clara, the BIA school 
complex was located a quarter of a 
mile from the center of the Pueblo and 
had a barbed-wire fence around its 
periphery. That fence defined the 
complex and effectively kept the two 
worlds separate. The cattle guards and 
the double-stiled ladders built over the 
fence provided the only openings into 
the compound. They kept out both 
animals and old people. All large rocks 
and natural trees had been removed a 
long time before I was a student and 
there were but a few foreign elm trees 
within the barren, isolated landscape.

The loss of trust that occurred 
when people moved from the Pueblo 
to the school setting was most striking. 
Within the Pueblo, pre-school-aged 
children were allowed enormous free-
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View from roof of Pueblo

church, 1S99.

Photo by Vroman (no first 

name given). Courtesy 

Smithsonian Irrstitute, National 

Anthropological Archives.

Cattle guard-entrance to the 

BIA school grounds. 

Photo ccnatesy Rina Swentzell.
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erness and cooperation and which 
were expressed in connected and mul
tiple-function structures.

The floor plan of the school was 
efficient and designed to create an 
aspiration of moving up—the good 
old American attitude of upward 
mobility—from one room and grade 
level to the next. The move, however, 
was always disappointing because there 
were expectations that something 
special would happen in the next room 
but it never did. The whole system 
had a way of making people unhappy 
with the present situation. Again, this 
was totally foreign to Pueblo thinking, 
which worked towards a settling into 
the earth and, consequently, into being 
more satisfied with the moment and 
the present.

Inside the school house the ceilings 
were very high. The proportions of 
the rooms were discomforting—the 
w'alls were very tall relative to the 
small floor space. The Catholic church 
in the Pueblo also had high ceilings, 
for Spanish priests sought to maximize 
both interior and exterior height in the 
missions they built. But in the church 
there was no sense of overhead, top- 
heavy space. It had heavy, soft walls at 
eye level to balance its height, as well 
as dark interiors that made the height 
less obvious.

Although there were plenty of buil
dings on the school grounds, it seemed 
that there were never enough people 
to make the spaces within the grounds 
feel comfortable. Everything seemed 
at a distance. The message was don’t 
touch, don’t interact. The exterior 
formality of the structures, as well as 
the materials used, discouraged 
climbing on them, scratching them, 
tasting them, or otherwise affecting 
them. There was no way to be a 
part of the place, the buildings, or the 
lives of teachers who lived there.

Above: Buildings at the BIA 

school were constriicted with 

pitched roofs, which were for

eign to the Pueblo residents. 

Below: The roofs of some of 

the buildings were subsequent

ly removed.

Photos courtesy Rina Swentzell.
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The creation of artificial play areas 
on the school grounds within the 
Pueblo context and community was 
ironic. The total environment (natural 
as well as human-created) was included 
in the Pueblo world of play. Play 
and work were barely distinguishable. 
Kvery activity was something to be 
done and done as well as possible; the 
relaxation or joy that play gives was 
to he found in submerging oneself in 
the activity at haml.

Play and work were distinguished 
from one another in the BIA school 
and specific time was assigned for 
both. There were recesses from work, 
yet play was constantly supervised 
so that the children could not discover 
the world for themselves. Every pos
sible danger was guarded against. Lack 
of trust was evident in the playground 
as opposed to the Pueblo setting where 
we roamed the fields and hills.

It was apparent that the /Vnglo 
teachers preferred indoors and human- 
made spaces over the outdoors, and 
they tried to instill this preference in 
us. In the Pueblo, the outdoors was 
unquestionably preferred.

The saddest aspect of the entire 
school complex was the ground.
There was no centering, no thought, 
no respect given to the ground.
The native plants anti rocks had been 
disturbed a long time ago and the 
land had lost all the variety one finds 
in small places created by bushes, 
rocks or rises and falls of the ground. 
The ground had been scraped and 
leveled, and metal play equipment was 
set u]>on it. It was also a gray color, 
which was puzzling because the 
ground in the Pueblo plaza, only a 
quarter of a mile away, was a w arm, 
brown color.

The sensation of being in the 
Pueblo was ver>' different from that of 
lieing on the school grounds. 'I'he 
Pueblo plaza had soulfulness. It was

exchange communications at any time 
or at any level of equality. In that 
people-proof environment, the natural 
curiosity that children have about 
their world was dulled and respect for 
teachers far exceeded respect for the 
larger forces in the world.

Santa Clara Day School was a ty^pi- 
cal American school of its era— iso
lated and authoritatively emphatic. Its 
visual landscape read accordingly 
with the surrounding fence, the barren 
land and the tall, pitched-roof struc
tures scattered within the compound.

But the longest-lasting impact may 
not l>e visual. The two physical set
tings taught different types of behavior 
to Pueblo children. Consequently, 
lack of confidence and feelings of inad
equacy have become characteristic 
traits of children who lived in the 
Pueblo and went to the BLA school.

endowed with spirit. The emergence 
place of the people from the under
ground was located within the plaza 
and the breath of the cosmos flowed in 
and out of it. The land, the ground, 
breathed there; it was alive. The 
school grounds were imbued with sad
ness because the spirit of the place, 
the land, was nor recognized. Nothing 
flowed naturally. The vitality of 
the school came from faraway worlds, 
from lands described in books. Ap
preciation of the immediate landscape 
was impossible.

The Legacy of Conflictir>g 
Landscape Values

The Pueblo and the school grounds 
were imbued with different cultural 
values, attitudes and perceptions, and 
the students who moved from one 
setting to the other were deeply affect
ed by those differences.

The school was part of a world that 
was whole unto itself and its orien
tation towards the future, time assign
ments, specialized buildings, artificial 
playgrounds and overall concern with 
segmentation were elements of a 
conscious world view that was not con
cerned with harmony and acceptance 
of spirituality in the landscape.

The government did not come to 
Santa Clara Pueblo out of inner 
kindness or benevolence, Rather, the 
government w’as dealing with Native 
Americans in what it considered to 
be the most efficient manner. This 
efficiency, which was so apparent in 
the structures, took away human 
interaction and dignity'. We had to give 
ourselve.s totally to this order.

BLA authoritarianism assured the 
absence of any human-to-human 
or human-to-nature interaction. The 
monumental structures and sterile 
outdoor spaces in no manner stimulat
ed the communitt’ to enter and

Notes

1. Committee on Labor 
and Public Welfare, Indian 
Education: A National Tra
gedy—A National Challenge 
(W'ashington, D.C.; 
(lovemment Printing 
Office. 1969) p. 10.

2. Ibid..p.l3.
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David Chuenyan Lai

The Visual Character of Chinatowns

“Chinatown” means different things to different people at different times and in dif

ferent cities. Chinatown may be conceived of as a social community, an inner city 

neighborhood, a suburban shopping plaza, a skid row district, a historic district, a 

tourist attraction, a place of mysterious evil, or a cultural hearth. Although our percep

tion of Chinatown may be shaped by our knowledge of it as a social entity, our per

ception is also influenced by the act of seeing.

It is the facades of the buildings in Chinatown that constitute the most striking 

visual component of place character. Western architects or contractors built most of 

the old Chinatown buildings, but they tried to create “chinoiserie' 

if^nng or manipulating standard Western architectural forms. In Victoria’s and 

Vancouver’s Chinatowns in British Columbia, for example, buildings exhibit both 

Chinese decorative details and Western facades constructed in the prevailing commer

cial Italianate and Queen Anne fashions of the day.’ Other Chinatowns, such as those 

in San Francisco, Seattle, Vancouver and Alontreal, still have cohesive groupings of 

similar nineteenth-century buildings. These blend features of both Chinese and 

Western architectural styles.

Although a homogenous style of Chinatown architecture has never developed, 

Chinatown structures usually contain several architectural features rarely found on 

other downtown buildings. The most common elements are recessed or projecting bal

conies, upturned eaves and roof comers, extended eaves covering the main balconies, 

sloping tiled roofs, smooth or carved columns topped with cantilevered clusters of 

beams, flagpoles and parapet walls bearing Chinese inscriptions.

exotica” by mod-or

A MfMs of narrow, tightly 

greupad antrances to retail 

and sarvke establishments, 

common alortg the commercial 

Streets of the Flushini^ New 

Yorti. Otinatown.

Pttoto by Todd W. Bressi.
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Recessed balconies dominate the 
up|>er stories of many Chinatown 
buildings. This element may be a 
duplication of practices in Hong 
Kong, .Macao, Canton and other cities 
in South China, where the facade of a 
building is set back at each level and 
the facade plane is met by a wrought 
iron balcony. Recessed balconies are 
common in South China because they 
help keep building interiors cool in the 
summer and warm in the winter. On 
rainy days, residents will dry their 
clothes on bamboo poles hung in the 
recessed balcony.

A recessed balcony also provides an 
open space for children to play and for 
households to worship the heavens 
during the Chinese New Year and 
other festivals. In Chinatowns, most 
Chinese association buildings have 
recessed balconies, which are useful 
when the interior assembly hall is too 
crowded during a festival celebration 
or when there is a street parade.

I have not come across any building 
with a recessed balcony outside 
Chinatown except one in Portland: 
TTie Waldo Block, a three-story build
ing at the comer of Washington Street 
and S.W. Second Avenue, has a 
recessed balcony, but is four city 
blocks south of Portland’s Chinatown. 
Even so, a search of the history of the 
block reveals that it was owned by the 
Gee How Oak Tin (Zhi Xiao Du Qin) 
Association during the late 1880s, 
when Chinatown included that block.^

The facades of Chinatown build
ings are usually coveretl with Chinese 
decorative details.^ The major decora
tive elements include schemes of gold, 
red, green, yellow and other brilliant 
colors; animal motifs, including drag
ons, phoenixs, or lions; plant motife, 
including pine, bamboo, plum and 
crimson; other motifs, including pago
das, lanterns, bowls and chopsticks; 
inscriptions of stylish Chinese charac
ters such as/w (happiness or blessings) 
and shou (longevity); signboards 
inscribed in Chinese characters; hang
ing lanterns; doors, windows, or arch
ways that are circular, moonshaped 
and overlain with ornate lattice work; 
and decorative balustrades adorned 
with frets.

In traditional Chinese architecture, 
the colors and animal motifs are 
believed to influence the fortune and 
destiny of a building’s occupants. Red 
signifies happiness, gold is linked with 
prosperity, yellow is the imperial color, 
blue is associated with peace and green

Decorative features such as 

green or yellow tiled roofs, 

circular moorvshaped entran

ces and Chirtese inscrip

tions transform these three

Western-style buildings 

in Washington. D.C into typical 

Chinateswn structures.

Photos courtesy 

David Chuenyan Lai.
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The On Leong Oiinese Mer

chant's Association Building, 

Chicago, is a good eKample of 

a Chinatown building with 

many decorative and structural 

components.

is associated with fertility. Certain 
mysdc animals such as dragons and 
phoenises are believed to be auspicious 
and are commonly carved or painted 
on walls, columns and shop signs.

Chinatown also is visibly different 
from other city neighborhoods because 
of other Chinese structures, such as 
the Chinese pavilion in Seattle, the 
Chinese pagoda in Montreal and the 
Chinese gardens in Vancouver and 
Mlnnepeg. There are also Chinese 
decorative features, such as telephone 
booths and bilingual street signs in 
Chinese characters and English letters. 
Chinese fittings such as pagodas, 
lanterns and other objects are used as 
decorative features on many restau
rants and gift shops in Chinatown.

Lavishly decorated (Chinese arches 
or gateways are prominent landmarks 
of many Chinatowns across North 
America. For example, Chinese arches 
serve as a symbolic entrance to 
Chinatowns in Boston, Chicago, 
Edmonton and Wmnepeg. Iwo 
Chinese arches in Los Angeles func
tion as entrances to a shopping plaza.
A Chinese arch is a symbolic entrance 
to the Chinese Cultural Center in 
Vancouver. In Victoria, the Gate of 
Harmonious Interest was built to com
memorate cooperation of the Chinese 
and non-Chinese citizens of the city in 
the rehabilitation of Chinatown as

w'ell as the harmony of the city’s multi
cultural society.

The way our serial views of 
Chinatown are linked may cause our 
minds to mold the chaotic images of 
Chinatown into a perceived coherent 
precinct. In \^ctoria, for example, 
intricate networks of picturesque 
arcades, narrow alleys and enclosed 
courtj'ards are still found behind the 
commercial facades of the old build
ings. The architectural components 
relate harmoniously to the scale of 
people passing through the street: VVe 
see a large impressive gateway, then 
details of its design, then facades of the 
three-story buildings, then the street, 
sidewalks, people and vehicles, and 
finally the alleys and courtyards. The 
scales of the various parts of China
town integrate hierarchically so we 
have a sense of complexity, coherence 
and satisfaction.

Also, we are keenly conscious of 
objects and the intervals between one 
object and another—the signboards, 
the merchandise, telephone booths, 
sidewalk benches and street lamps. 
They are closely spaced and make us 
visually aware of the densely populated 
and overcrowed streetscape—and 
community — of Chinatown.

Notes

I. Alastair W. Kerr, “The 
Architecture of Victoria’s 
Chinatown,” Datum 
(Summer 1989, Vol. 4, 
No. 1).

2. Nelson Chia-Chi Ho,
Portland's Chinatown
(Portland, OR: Bureau of 
Planning, City of Portland, 
1978).

3.David Chuenyan Lai, 
“Chinese Imprints in 
British Columbia," BC

(Autumn 1978, No. 
39), and Christopher L. 
Salter, San Francisco's 
Chinatown: How Chinese a 
Town? (San Francisco: R & 
E Research Associates, 
1978).
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Perhaps the most useful contribution I can make to a 

discussion about “seeing beyond the dominant culture” 

is to offer a critical glance at the concept of ethnic land

scapes with special reference to the American scene.

For most of our compatriots in recent times, the 

tenn ethnic has acquired a rather limited definition, but 

I prefer to frame it in a broader and, I believe, much 

more meaningful way by having it refer to the ethnic or, 

if you please, the nation. Such a term identifies a fairly 

large real, or perhaps imagined, community of individ

uals who cherish a distinctive culture or history and 

regard their specialness as peculiarly important, setting 

them apart from other social groups. Such a community 

may—but often does not—aspire to some degree of 

political autonomy. If we adopt such a definition, what 

sorts of ethnic landscapes have ever existed, or are pos

sible, in the U.S.?

What we find in geographic fact in some three mil

lion square miles of territory sandwiched between 

Quebec and the borderlands of Middle America is a sin

gle dominant culture—one pervasive ethnic group—an 

entity we can properly label Anglo-American. (To sim

plify the argument, I am ignoring the closely related 

Anglo-Canadian community; the interrelationships 

between our two communities are close, complex and 

not yet fully worked out.) The Anglo-American ethnic 

landscape is the product of early transfer of various 

immigrant groups and their cultural baggage from 

northwest Europe, then a certain set of transformations
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Wilbur Zelinsky

under the impact of novel environmental and social conditions 
here, and, subsequently, the automatic acceptance of the result
ing package by millions of later arrivals and their progeny.

Needless to say, the inv'ading Europeans encountered in 
North America a varied set of genuine, pre-existing ethnic 
landscapes, which were the result of many generations of cul
tural revolution. We have only a hazy perception of what most 
of these humanized places were like in visible, physical terms, 
and for too many \'irtually no information at all. Obliteration 
was the fate of nearly all Native American landscapes, with 
perhaps only one major regional exception—those scattered, 
hut reasonably authentic patches surviving in New Mexico and 
Arizona. (We can increase the count to two il wc consider a 
large fraction of Alaska.) Elsewhere, the places inhabited or 
frequented today by Native Americans bear little resemblance 
to the homelands of their ancestors.

The supremely potent Anglo-American cultural system has 
its regional variety, of course, and with such variability a dis
tinctive set of regional (but by no means ethnic) landscapes. .As 
it happens. I have spent much of my career exploring these 
fascinating regional nuances. Thus we have the individualities 
of New England, the Pennsylvania Culture Area, the Middle 
West, Southern California, the Monnon Culture .\rea and 
other special tracts, but all are locked within a single unifying 
cultural embrace. The nearest approach to a genuinely 
autonomous ethnic—and it is a close call—is to be found in 
the persistent particularities of the South. There are also 
instances of partial hybridization with alien hut related cul
tures, as in Louisiana’s .Acadiana and that ethnic shatter zone 
stretching from Southern California to the mouth of the Rio 
Grande. And, of course, the entire system keeps on evolving 
in response to external stimuli and its own internal logic.

But, despite all the intriguing regional variations upon a 
central theme and the effects of time, there is really no serious 
challenge to a pervasive, if largely subconscious, code govern
ing the proper wav's in which to arrange human affairs over 
American space: how to cope with natural habitats; how to 
design towns, cides, houses, roads, other structures, or ceme
teries; how to occupy rural territorv’; and, in general, how to 
relate to our surroundings.

If, for the sake of argujnent, you can accept this reasoning, 
what thoughts can we entertain concerning the sorts of land

scapes set forth in the three previous papers? I discern two 
different siniatitms, neither of which can inspire verj’ much 
cheer among those who enjoy visualizing the U.S. as a multi
ethnic land.

Rina Swentzell’s poignant account of the clash of two 
utterly different mind-sets, two irreconcilable ways of dealing 
w ith the face of the earth and the things upon it, serves to 
remind us that a conflict that began in the .Mnerican South
west more than -M)0 years ago has not yet completely played 
itself out; that there is no solution mutually acceptable to the 
two contending ethnic groups. W'hen it comes to the crunch, 
can there be any question as to which party will prevail?

We can only hope, as much for the sake of <nir own 
enlightenment as for the general cause of ethnic integrity, that 
some pueblo landscapes will remain intact and endure. Clearly 
there is no comfortable answer to the dilemma of such embat
tled groups surroiimled am! constantly assaulted by the intru
sions of an overltearing natitmal societ)’. But in the setting of 
the American Southwest, there is the advantage of having 
some surviving shreds of the pre-existing landscape around, in 
this instance one with special appeal even to outsiders, w'ith 
which to marshal resistance.

No such advantage was available to those relative latecom
ers from A.sia and Latin .America (or the earlier ones from 
.Africa) and from those sections of Europe beyond the zone 
nurturing the foun<lers of our dominant culture. These immi
grants confronted a pre-formed, predetermined set of rules, a 
settlement code already locked solidly into the ground and 
one they could modify’ only in the more trivial of details.

That was certainly true in the case of the large, reluctant 
influx of Africans. W'ith a certain amount of luck you may 
he able to identify a few tangible items that may have had an 
African origin, or then again may not. 1 have in mind such 
things as the style of some Southern Black church buildings, 
certain grave decorations, the bare-swept front yard and 
some gardening practices. But even the Blackest of Southern 
rural tracts does not replicate any portion of Nigeria or 
Cihana, and the urban Black ghetto could never he mistaken 
for any neighlmrhiKKl in an African metropolis.

I enjoy prowling through the so-called ethnic neighbor- 
hotxls of our cities as much as anyone and looking at whatever 
is to be seen. But I must confess that I have never been able to
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thenticity as ethnic expressions. As a matter of fact, Lai reveals 
the essential visual fakery of such neighborhoods in a single 
pivotal sentence when he states that “Western architects or 
contractors built most of the old Chinatown buildings, but 
they had tried to create ‘chinoiserie’ or ‘exotica’ by modifying 
or manipulating the standard Western architectural forms.”

And, of course, an ever increasing majority of Chinese- 
Americans reside in homes and neighborhoods quite indistin
guishable outwardly from those of old-stock Americans. I 
invite the reader to inspect the upscale African-American sec
tions of Cireater Atlanta or Washington, the predominantly 
Jewish suburbs of Detroit or Chicago, those tracts of greater 
Los Angeles frequented by affluent Americans of Japanese or 
Korean origin and then shown me their ethnic specialness.
The moral, of course, is that all these non-WASP folks were 
expected to conform and melt into the larger physical fabric of 
American life as fully and rapidly as possible. And the over
whelming majority were only too delighted to do just that.

What we seem to be getting in our latter-day Chinatowns, 
whatever their historical origins, is fantasy made tangible, a 
make-believe China as tourist or patron would like to imagine 
it or the China best calculated to separate the visitor from 
his cash. They are specimens of a larger tribe of roadside 
attractions that includes synthetic Wild West frontier towns 
and those garish Indian villages to be found in western North 
Carolina's Cherokee country and elsewhere. We also encoun
ter their ilk vicariously, at an even further remove, in movies 
filmed in North African villages, Mexican plazas, or Poly
nesian paradises on the back lots of Hollywood movie studios. 
Any resemblance to cultural reality is strictly accidental.

This entertainment genre goes back to Chicago’s 
Columbian Exposition of 1893, if not to even earlier events, 
when an array of exotic villages was concocted for the 
edification of the visitor. Still vivid in my recollection is the 
Belgian Milage of Chicago^ World’s Fair of 1933-34 and 
other absolutely non-Midwestem villages magically erected 
along the shores of Lake .Michigan. The tradition lingers on, 
after a fashion, in some of our newer theme parks.

In considering The Power of Place project in which 
Dolores Hayden has been so deeply involved, we confront a 
quite different phenomenon or question: How best to re
member, or resurrect and celebrate, ethnic history? As it hap-

identily any non-American ethnic landscape in any American 
city. There are, of course, particular sections of a city where a 
particular immigrant group, or its descendants, comprises all 
or most of the population. And, sure enough, one comes

‘ethnic markers,” such as distinctive shop signs, exotic 
religious objects in yards or on porches, ephemeral festival 
decorations, certain cemetery features, an occasional historical 
monument, or startling new color patterns for houses acquired 
by Pormguese-Americans and other chromatically adventur
ous groups (not to mention what the invading Quebe^ois have 
done with old Yankee farmhouses in New England). Perhaps 
the closest approximation to an ethnic statement is in ecclesi
astical architecture—those alien synagogues, mosques and 
non-Protestant church buildings. But, upon further scrutiny, 
these structures turn out to be compromised structures, a 
blending of styles and construction techniques from two con
trasting ethnic worlds.

But whatever exotic tidbits one may glean in these “ethnic" 
neighborhoods are the handiwork of rather temporary 
sojourners, and we are dabbling with cosmetics instead of 
basics. The immigrants did not design or build the neighbor
hoods and will almost inevitably pass them on some day to 
other sets of newcomers. The same neighborhood (including 
its churches) can be recycled through a varied succession of 
immigrant groups. The textbook sequence of Irish, Gennans, 
Italians, Eastern Europeans, Jews, Blacks, Hispanics and East 
Asians observed in several of our larger metropolises is only 
one of the actual scenarios.

Moreover, some of these transient groups were not aware 
of their so-called ethnic identity until they were briefed on the 
matter by 100-percent Americans. That is what seems to have 
been the experience of many Italian-Americans, German- 
Americans, Yugoslavs, African-Americans and others who pre
viously had little group consciousness beyond that of their 
village or region in the Old World.

The disconcerting truth would seem to be that we really 
have no Polish-American, Greek-American, Jewish-American, 
African-American, or other such ethnic landscapes in any 
meaningful sense.

Professor David Chuenyan Lai has served us well by classi
fying and describing the various types of Chinatowns in the 
U.S. and Canada, but here again, I must question their au

across
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Rhui Swentzell replies:

pens, I am in total personal and ideological sympathy with her 
didactic strategy and I applaud all such efforts to remind us 
of a largely forgotten, too often ignominious past—and thus, 
indirectly at least, to help mend a contemporary world that 
needs all the healing it can get. But again, 1 am obliged to 
express reservations about the ethnic authenticity of whatever 
landscapes we may be rescuing, restoring, or fabricating.

Hayden’s paper suggests a much vaster problem: How are 
we as a society to deal with the past in its entirety, not just the 
ethnic facets thereof? How much is to be preserved or redis
covered? To which fragments of the visible fabric of our daily 
lives should we cling, and which should we permit to change 
or disappear? Which elements, if any, should be museuinized? 
How do we join together harmoniously the preservable past 
with an unruly present? But thereon hangs another confer
ence, or rather an endless series of discussions.

Yes, it is certainly important to ltM)k beyond the dominant 
culture, to learn how all those many alien peoples have fared 
as they tried to cope with that huge, absorbent phenomenon 
we call the American cultural system. WTtat I question is the 
effectiveness of examining pseudo-ethnic landscapes as a strat
egy' for getting at cultural adjustment or survival.

Just as is the case with our political and legal systems, we 
have in the built landscape something thoroughly 
public—and, to a certain degree, official. It does not take 
kindly to foreign intrusion or modification, for serious 
deviance from the norm is simply too offensive to the collec
tive eye. If we wish to explore what is happening with the 
minority cultures within our borders, we must resort to less 
visible departments of cultural behavior, to those venues (such 
as worship, cuisine, social organizations, literature and the 
arts) where there is space for experiment, improvisation and 
cross-fertilization.

On the other hand, there are other motives for scrutinizing 
whatever passes for ethnic landscapes in America. Such places 
fall within the category of the landscapes of entertainment or 
fantasy. If we really wish to know more about Americans in 
general, they deserve our earnest attention.

Wilbur Zelinsky states that most 
minority cultures within the U.S. can 
boast of having created only “psuedo- 
ethnic” landscapes because they have 
been “only too delighted” to accept 
the Anglo-American ethnic landscape. 
He questions the ability of an ethnic 
people to establish an authentic ethnic 
landscape without first defining and 
describing a basic relationship to the 
land on an everyday and on-going 
basis (especially immigrants, who con
front a “predetermined set of rules, a 
settlement code already locked solidly 
into the ground and one they could 
modify only in the more trivial of 
details”). He suggests that it is difficult 
for a group to establish an ethnic iden
tity unless it has first established such a 
relationship to the land, and denies 
that the U.S. is a multi-ethnic land 
because its immigrants have expressed 

automatic acceptance” of the dom
inant Anglo-American culture.

But what is the immigrant namre of 
a people? One definition of immigrant 

‘an organism that appears where it 
was formerly unknown.” Non-Native 
American peoples of the U.S. clearly 
are people whom the land does not 
know (recognize). As the first wave of 
these immigrants came to North 
America, they indeed stepped into a 
“settlement code already locked solidly 
into the ground”—a symbiotic rela
tionship between humans and the land 
within which humans symbolically and 
ceremonially recognized and honored 
the land. But for these immigrants and 
subsequent waves of new arrivals, the 
land was first a commodity out of 
which a livelihood could be eked and 
later a means to gain profit. Honoring 
and knowing the land in an interactive 
relationship was not considered or 
encouraged by these immigrants.

It is no wonder that with each new- 
immigrant group the ho}»e of fbnning 
an authentic ethnic landscape is \irtu-

an
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Dolores Hayden replies:

assimilation. Dell Upton’s edited col
lection, America's Architectural 
Roots: Ethnic Groups That Built America, 
analyzes more than two dozen dif
ferent ethnic cultural landscapes, most
ly rural. Ricardo Romo and 
Ghislaine Hermanuz provide urban 
examples in their work on East Los 
Angeles and Harlem.

Zelinsky no doubt knows some of 
this new work, but he has a curious 
definition of what is ethnically authen
tic. He looks for physical forms that 
would be part of the ethnic culture of 
origin rather than part of the im
migrant subculture of the U.S., com
plaining "even the Blackest of 
Soudiern rural tracts does not replicate 
any portion of Nigeria or Ghana, and 
the urban Black ghetto could never 
be mistaken for any neighborhood in 
an African metropolis.”

Of course we do not see Lagos in 
Watts or Accra in Harlem; It is 
African-American culture that is dis
tinctive here, not African. Zelinsky 
does not find Beijing or Canton in the 
Chinatowns of the U.S., but Chinese- 
American culture. He does not find 
Spain or Mexico in Arizona, but 
Chicano culture, and therefore calls 
this a “shatter zone."

Zelinsky’s particular way of looking 
at landscapes becomes condescending. 
He decries the “visual fakery” of 
Chinatowns and for the same reason 
apparently dislikes “alien synagogues, 
mosques and non-Protestant church 
buildings,” calling them “compromised 
structures, a blending of styles and 
construction techniques from two dif
ferent ethnic worlds.” Only pre-indus
trial, rural vernacular architecture in 
pristine condition would seem to meet 
his narrow definition of “authentic.”

We would need many more pages 
to discuss definitions of cultural land
scape, vernacular architecture and 
urban history that augment our differ-

ally impossible. The “absorbent phe
nomenon we call the Atnerican 
cultural system” allows no |>ossibility 
for a group of people to define a 
meaningful relationship with the land 
of this country because the predom
inant culture’s concept of land, and 
especially of land ownership, is focused 
on use and consumption. All that 
remains, as Zelinsky tells us, is for 
people to pretend or fantasize that a 
meaningful relationship is possible.

As a consequence, we are left with a 
landscape of alienation—from the 
land, from each other and from our
selves. Instead, we live within a land
scape that shows our blatant worship 
of consumption and profit.

I define the word ethnic to mean a 
shared cultural uadition, and I see the 
U.S. as a multi-ethnic nation in which 
many different cultures co-exist. 
Nadve-American, Anglo-American, 
African-American, Asian-Ainerican 
and Latino are some of the broader 
ethnic traditions, but there are many 
more. I mj^self am an Irish-American 
and feel sharply differentiated from a 
WASP, although we might both be 
called Anglos. People from Guatemala, 
Mexico and Puerto Rico may find 
clear differences among themselves 
despite the fact that others may call 
them all Latinos. MTiatever the ethnic 
origin of a group, its settlement in the 
U.S. begins its cultural, political and 
social history here.

Wilbur Zelinsky uses a different 
definition of the word ethnic. He 
claims that it means "nation,” and that 
in the U.S. there are no surviving eth
nic landscapes other than those he 
calls Anglo-American. He defines the 
Anglo-American landscape as one that 
was shaped by immigrants from 
Northwest Europe and has received 
“automatic acceptance...by millions of 
later arrivals and their progeny.”

Thus Zelinsky argues for assimila
tion, the melting-pot theory developed 
by Robert E. Park of the University of 
Chicago in the 1950s and expanded in 
Milton Gordon's Assimilation in 
American Life in 1964. According to a 
more recent scholarly review by 
William Petersen, “With such works 
American sociologists gave an aura of 
verisimilitude to the vista of a future 
either without meaningful ethnicity or 
at least with little or no ethnic con
flict.” Zelinsky extends these sociologi
cal problems to geography, arguing for 
one assimilated cultural landscape.

Recent scholarship in social history, 
urban anthropology and vernacular 
architecture has stressed the impor
tance of cultural diversity above that of
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David Cbuenyan Lai replies:

Most of the Chinese who came to the 
U.S. and Canada during the Gold 
Rushes did not know English. All the 
Chinese stores in Chinatowns had 
Chinese signboards, which were a 
necessity rather than a decorative com
ponent of a structure. Chinatown 
structures virtually had no other 
Chinese architectural components.

In those early days no decent white 
person would enter Chinatowns, 
which were considered places of vices 
and evils. According to the old-timers 
in Canada, white people began to 
patronize Cihinatown businesses after 
the 1940s. xMany Chinese restaurants 
began to employ all sorts of Chinese 
decorative details to attract Western 
patrons. Meanwhile many Chinese 
associations began to use tiled roofs 
and other Chinese architectural com
ponents to decorate their association 
buildings; this was one means to 
enhance the status of an association in 
the community.

A place is said to express human 
scale when human beings can relate to 
it visually, particularly through struc
tural forms increasing or decreasing in 
size so that an individual feels com
fortable in his or her surroundings. In 
Victoria’s Chinatown, for example, the 
Chinese Gate, buildings, streets and 
alleys appear as a sequence of transi
tions from large to small scale. A per
son’s eyes move from large units to 
smaller and smaller ones, and are able 
to relate the size of the whole by 
degrees. As the pedestrian strolls into 
and through Victoria’s Chinatown, a 
sense of scenic integrity is knitted 
together at different scales.

ent views of the terms ethnic and 
authentic. Let me conclude instead by 
saying that in a multi-ethnic society, 
we will have great difficulty writing 
our own multi-cultural history’ unless 
cultures such as African-American and 
Chinese-American are recognized as 
essential parts of a diverse America.

J.B. Jackson, In whose honor (in 
part) was held the conference where 
these debates originally took place, 
opened up the field of vernacular stud
ies at a time when ordinary people and 
everyday life were controversial realms 
of study. In Discovering the Vemaatlar 
Landscape he wrote: “T^e beauty that 
we see in the vernacular landscape is 
the image of our common humanity’: 
hard work, stubborn hope and mutual 
forbearance striving to be love. I 
believe that a landscape that makes 
these qualities manifest is one that can 
be called beautiful.”

For the next generation of scholars 
and activists, beyond Jackson and 
Zelinsky, the vernacular landscape of 
the U.S. will be seen as a terrain where 
class, gender and ethnicity provide dif
ferent experiences. But it will be due 
to the work of an earlier generation of 
study of the Anglo-American land
scape that we will be able to extend 
their analysis of building and inhabit
ing American places toward an under
standing of the larger whole.
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It is time to ptish mltural landscape studies beyond 

mere description and critical connoissetirsbip towards 

active intervention.

With that challenge Roger Montgomery, dean of 

the College of Environmental Design at the University 

of California, Berkeley, opened the recent Berkeley 

Symposium on Cultural Landscape Studies. Historical 

and cultural studies of the built landscape, Montgomery 

said, could be and should be a basis for environmental 

action and change. The preceding discussion, expanded 

from that which took place at the symposium, suggests 

one avenue of action: We should use historical and cul

tural interpretation of the environment as a tool for 

public environmental education.

Rina Swentzell, a New Mexico architect and an

thropologist, writes about the Bureau of Indian Affairs 

day school near her home in Santa Clara Pueblo, New 

Mexico, where she was a student. In the day school, as 

Swentzell put it, “appreciation of the immediate place 

was impossible.” She and her classmates learned about 

New York and George Washington but not about the 

Santa Clara Pueblo or the people and places of the 

upper Rio Grande.

Dolores Hayden, an architect and urban cultural 

historian, outlines the path-breaking work of The Pow’er 

of Place—a small non-profit group that celebrates the 

history of ethnic minorities and women through preser

vation, public art and design. David Chuenyan Lai,

Tithing for

Environmental
1

Education:

A Modest
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Paul Groth

geographer, traces how people of Chinese descent 
have displayed varying degrees of traditional Chinese imagery 
in North American Chinatowns.

Swentzell’s experience points out the need for locally based 
environmental action; Hayden’s experience shows how local 
information can be used subtly to change local awareness;
Lai% analysis shows how variable and subtle the use of visual 
form can be.

All three show the importance of ordinary, everyday sur
roundings, often overlooked by outsiders, as expressions of 
environmental meaning. One need not go to school as a 
Native American in order to have one’s local cultural land
scape ignored, I grew up white, male, middle-class, middle
brow and very comfortable in a small farm-service town of the 
Upper Midwest. In my grade school and high school, appreci
ation of the immediate place was impossible. We sat in 
Mayville, N.D., and looked at pictures of large cities in Texas, 
New York and California, preparing to become out-migrants 
to join some distant labor pool. Later, in architecture school at 
North Dakota State University in Fargo, it was rare to find a 
course or professor seriously addressing the local scene.

Ironically, what changed all that for me was moving to 
Berkeley to study geography at the University of California.
In my first year of graduate school, as a raw architect who had 
never read anything, a dozen first-rate faculty harraged me 
with new ways of seeing and thinking about spatial relations. 
My intention had been to learn about New York and Chicago, 
not Mayville or Fargo. Indeed, in that first year my ideas 
about large American cities changed radically. But so did my 
view and my understanding of little Mayville.

Today I am angry that it is necessary to move to 
Berkeley—or to Penn State, or to a very few other places—to 
learn to see the meaning of towns like those in North Dakota 
and Minnesota, or their counterparts in any otiier state.

Ever)' day on my walk to school 1 crossed the empty, 200- 
foot-wide swath of railroad tracks in the middle of town. 
Along that stretch there was nothing to stop the bitter north 
wind but the Arctic Circle. I never thought about what it 
meant that those tracks were owned two thousand miles away.

No one explained that the old single men who ate at the 
Corner Cafe and lived at the Northern Hotel on the wrong 
side of the tracks were leftovers from the hobo labor force

as a

The railroad swath ir\ Ft. 

Madison, towa. This swath is a

diffkult-to-traverse zone.

Photos courtesy Paul Groth.
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that had once harvested the local wheat crops and the more 
distant forests of Minnesota.

No one explained how the grain elevators that towered 
over the landscape explained the economic reality of 
region. We were a colony of the rest of the U.S.: AH the local
ly grown products were exported a thousand miles away, along 
with the profits to be gained from them, and everything else 
was imported, retail.

Had I known to ask such simple questions about the rela
tionship between the circulation of capital and local culture, I 
would have understood why our minimal main street looked 
so mean and bedraggled in comparison to the luxurious main 
streets in towns that were of similar size but whose profits had 
circulated more locally.

In short, it never occurred to me just how much the build
ing and layout of my town were enmeshed in the past and pre
sent social relations of the region—and that the same was true 
elsewhere, too.

Public education is no worse in North Dakota than in most 
of the United States. With the possible exceptions of people 
in New England and Virginia, perhaps, Americans have almost 

chance that a local environmental literature is easily avail
able to teach them about simple small towns or ordinary 
urban districts. Consider that there is not a single book about 
the cultural meaning of the suburban ranch house.

Teaching people how to see their present and past environ
ments as active factors in human social relations is an enor
mously important kind of activism that environmental 
designers and spatially attuned historians ignore too ofren. 
Teaching about landscapes in public schools, on billboards and 
pamphlets, in newspapers—wherever we can—might save 
design educators from the trap of mere connoisseurship about 
which Montgomery warned.

Teaching, writing and professional practice can he activism 
if we set our sights beyond the quarterly journals and slick 
professional magazines. We cannot all be as effective 
Dolores Hayden has been in her work with The Power of 
Place. However, as a means of avoiding mere connoisseurship, 
designers, geog^phers, students, faculty and practitioners 
should literally consider tithing-, working perhaps every other 
Friday doing something for public education.

our

the difference in the appear
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group experience of social, political and historical forces all 
within the realities of the bioregion. We must teach a way of 
seeing the evolution and meaning of ordinary, everyday places 
as well as special places.

Our combined tithes could be quite a powerful force. If we 
begin to act now, by the year 2000 perhaps grade school and 
high school students will not have to become specialists to 
understand and appreciate the power, influence and interest of 
their everyday surroundings.

HTiile broadly conceived guidebooks and newspaper fea
tures may be ideal projects, the actions themselves need not be 
media related. They can be quite simple, and there is no sin
gle best way.

Teachers, writers and designers might periodically advertise 
a short neighborhood walking tour. They might volunteer to 
discuss with a nearby high school English class an environ
mentally rich essay byj. B. Jackson or Joan Didion—or the 
absence of environmental influence in someone else’s writing.

Architects might publicly post a series of isometric draw
ings (perhaps from Sanborn maps) of the historical develop
ment of adjacent blocks. The same exercise could be done for 
a school classroom, showing blocks near the school or near 
some part of town all the students would know.

One well-known educational project of the 1960s had 
inner-city junior high students map neighborhood gang turfs. 
The students knew exactly where they were, but had never 
seen social relations so unusually portrayed on a map.

For a new building or park, it would be educational to 
install a plaque showing what used to be on the site (and who 
lived, worked, farmed, or played there), as many generations 
back as possible. Leaving a copy of Places at your dentist’s 
office might be an act of environmental education.

Projects such as these are important and long overdue. As 
the geographer Peirce Lewis has said, Americans are the most 
visually and spatially illiterate people in the industrialized 
world and perhaps in the entire world. The illiteracy is not a 
matter of whether Americans can discern style, elegant design, 
or innate esthetic delight in buildings or landscapes. 
Americans, by and large, simply are unconscious of how the 
organization of space affects their everyday lives. They live 
like fish that cannot recognize water. Or, as a social theorist 
might put it, Americans are not aware of how the social 
becomes the spatial.

The task, then, is rather straightforward. Each of us with 
the ability to see the local environment has a duty to teach 
that ability to some part of the public. Setting aside some time 
every other week—tithing—could get the project started.

We must be cautious not to teach about the environment 
only as product of design or as a series of isolated artifects cre
ated by heroic designers. We must teach a way of seeing the 
built environment as an ever-changing quilt woven by our

1

Note

1. For designers, Richard 
Saul Wurman^ Making the 
City Observable (MIT 
Press, 1971), an early col
lection of visual teaching 
ideas. Is still one of the 
best sources of inspiration.

T>w wrong fid* of the tracks: 

a comnMsn laborer's hotel 

in Mineral Wellf, Colo.

1 in IIimui IU-33a
; Xz
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Sacred Places of the Southwest
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Laura Sue Satihom

Not far from our house in New Mexico was the village burial ground of Hispanic 

(Catholics, called a cajnposatito, or “field of the saints.” The caviposanto is different than 

the cemeteries most of us know. Here, people are allowed to express freely their emo

tions by creating personal, handmade grave markers that constitute a unique collection 

of religious folk art.
Tranquil in its harmony with nature and yet a vibrant and colorful portrait of its 

people, both living and dead, the camposanto is full of human drama and filled with 

poignant expressions of emotion. It is a place of change where wdnd shifts sand against 

sandstone, softening sculpted lines; where paint blisters and peels, only to be repainted 

by those who play for time against the forces of nature; and W'here seasons and holidays 

are celebrated.

As you approach a camposanto, you notice the vegetation there is indigenous — there 

is no manicured turf, no irrigation. 'I'he desert camposanto may be covered with fragrant 

sage and dotted w'ith dark green junipers, or filled witli cacti whose bright pink spring 

flow^ers further enliven the place. In the mountain camposanto, long grasses grow with 

pinon pine, and boulilers jut up among the grave markers. Visitors to a rural camposanto 

often find themselves completely cradled by nature, alone with no reminders of civi

lization other than the messages of the markers. Kven those cafiiposantos now surround

ed by urban development retain their native vegetation, which harmonizes with the 

larger landscape of mountains and mesas.

All catnposantos are enclosed in some way, and you enter through a gate or portal. 

Some have both entry and exit gates for funerals, symbolizing the passage of life from 

one point to another. Often a massive cross, erected in the center of the ca?nposanto, 

serv’es as the focal point and symbolizes the sanctity of the place.

Painted concrete Jesus.

Espanota.

Photos by Laura Sue Sanborn.
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Wood ctrquitm, Peralta.

Amid the native landscape inside 
the enclosure, you find the graves. 
Frequently, not only the grave marker 
but also the rest of the grave site is a 
work of art. Graves may be surround
ed by handmade cerquitas (fences) 
commonly crafted out of wood, 
wrought iron, or metal pipe. One 
cerqufta had wrought iron horses 
prancing at its four comers; 
another displayed the names of the 
deceased’s children intricately carved 
on wooden side panels. Old, very 
ornate cast iron cerquitas were ordered 
by the wealthy from St. Louis and 
brought in by railroad.

The variety and ingenuity of the 
grave markers seem endless. You feel 
compelled to walk past each so as not 
to miss some new form of handicraft 
and creativity. The range of materials 
used to create the grave markers and 
by the exuberance of color and texture 
are amazing to a visitor.

The primary grave marker materi
als are wood, metal, stone and con
crete, although re-used objects are also 
commonly incorporated. I have found 
grave markers made of or decorated 
with concrete blocks, patio stones, 
logs, wood rounds, bricks, large dies, 
mosaic tiles, wrought iron, water pipe, 
PVC pipe, horseshoes, a floor grate, a 
sewer grate, appliance parts, automo
bile chrome, radiator parts, baby crib 
parts, ball bearings, glass blocks, mar
bles, shells, jewelry, a tackle box, ear
rings, rosary buttons, ashtrays, 
candlesticks, beer and pop cans, bot
tles, metal drums, jars, vases, pottery, 
pictures, piemre frames, crucifixes, 
plastic flowers, silk flowers, paper 
flowers, flower boxes, egg cartons, 
Styrofoam, plastic, rope chicken wire, 
barrel rims, saw blades, paint, paint 
cans, cloth, yam ribbon, plastic beads, 
glass beads, tacks, nails, pins, metallic 
letters, chunks of turquoise, cogs, 
gears, pebbles, lava rock, garden fence.

broken colored glass, small toys, pie 
pans, tin cans, a garden hoe, aluminum 
foil. Astroturf, carpeting, Popsicle 
sticks, sheet metal, shingles, wind 
chimes, light sockets, buckets, hood 
ornaments, padlocks, chains, flags, 
banners, wooden crates, silverware, 
door knobs and baby bottles.

The ways in which these materials 
are used are as frscinating as the range 
of objects. One grave marker was cre
ated by embedding in a concrete cross 
a sealed Coke bottle in which a statue 
of Christ had been placed by sawing 
off and then re-gluing the bottom of 
the bottle. One woman had made a 
grave marker for her husband by cen
tering her favorite glass candlesticks in 
the rectangular opening of a formed 
concrete cross so that the evening light 
shone through the glass, illuminating 
the entire marker. A whimsical child^ 
grave marker was created out of pink 
and green patio blocks to look like a 
giant Easter basket, complete with col
ored, concrete eggs. Sunshine’s grave 
had been marked by torching her 
name into a large circular saw blade 
that was welded to some machinery 
parts for a base.

Individually, such personalized 
grave sites may lead us to speculate 
upon the character of the maker or 
that of the deceased. Collectively, the 
markers—their materials, colors, 
forms, symbols, words and spatial 
arrangement—provide clues to a peo
ple’s history and culture.

The earliest camposanto grave mark
ers, which were made of wood, date 
back to the mid-1800s. Before them 
the poor were buried in immarked 
graves and the wealthy beneath the 
church floor, with the church building 
providing a monument of status. 
Although the King of Spain ordered a 
halt to church floor burial in 1798 due 
to the unhealthy conditions it caused. 
New Mexicans were reluctant to com-

Wood Atbuquerque.

M«tal pip* nn/uita, PeraKa.
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of settlers. Among these were French 
and Italian stonecutters, who were 
brought in to embellish public build
ings, hut who also carved marble head
stones for the wealthy. Local people 
copied this art in the local sandstone 
and limestone.

Grave marker materials continue to 
reflect the material culture of the time. 
Concrete remains most popular 
because it is easy to form and decorate 
and is relatively durable. Grave mark
ers made in the 1950s use large glass 
ashtrays, chrome car parts, hood orna
ments and white and black enameled 
appliance parts. An influx of 1960s 
hippie culture is evident on markers 
decorated with |)eace signs and love 
beads. The use of other decorative 
materials is rooted in ancient tradi
tions: The colored tile mosaics cover
ing some grave markers represent a 
Moorish art brought over from Spain.

The camposantos are colorful places, 
not only because of the materials used, 
but also because many markers are 
brighdy painted. Light blue, pink, 
green, red-orange and silver are the 
most popular colors. .Murals or reli
gious scenes are sometimes painted on 
markers or on concrete slabs covering 
the entire grave. Paint brightens gray 
machine-made markers, with the 
etched figures filled in like drawings in 
a coloring book.

In the catnposanto religious symbol
ism abounds. Almost all grave markers 
are either in the form of a cross or are 
decorated with crosses and crucifixes. 
Often, three or four crosses are stuck 
in the grave mound along with 
rosaries, statues and framed pictures of 
Christ, Mary and patron saints. Other 
common camposanto symbols include 
the heart, long a symbol of love; the

ply since they thought unprotected 
grave sites would be prey to scaveng
ing animals and raids by hostile Native 
Americans. But with the reduction of 
these threats, camposantos were created 
on the outskirts of villages, and grave 
marking became more important as 
wealthier members of the community 
were relegated to burial there.

Elarly wood grave markers became 
more elaborate when traders arrived in 
New Mexico with improved wood
working tools. Two of the most re
markable wood markers I found stood 
like Easter Island sentinels; these giant 
slabs of wood, a precious commodity 
in the desert, has weathered a silver 
gray and showed the patterns where 
plaques had once been. No names or 
dates were discernible—the markers 
stand as a mute testament to the status 
of those interred in their shadow.

Traders also imported iron, which 
artisans formed into more durable 
crosses and cerquitas. Stone grave 
markers didn’t become popular until 
the 1880s when the railroad arrived in 
New Mexico, along with a new wave

<
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Paschal Lamb, often seen on children’s 
markers; the dove, representing the 
soul’s peaceftil ascension into Heaven; 
and, in one village camposanto, a 
death’s-head design, similar to those 
on early New England headstones.

A fascinating gesture found in some 
camposantos stems from old Navajo and 
Pueblo traditions. The grave mounds 
are either completely covered with the 
deceased’s dishes and pottery, which 
have been deliberately broken over the 
grave to symbolically break the chain 
of death in a family, or covered with 
dishes and pottery intact, placed there 
so the deceased will have something 
with which to eat in the afterlife. Even 
the contents of the deceased’s refriger
ator sometimes appear.

Other symbolic gestures suggest 
intriguing possibilities for their mean
ing and origin. A door plate and knob 
found on one grave may be a symbolic 
door to Heaven, or perhaps it is just 
the doorknob from the deceased’s 
home. A light socket found embedded 
in a concrete marker may have con
tained a bulb that symbolically lights 
the deceased’s way to the afterworld 
(just as some Swiss hang lanterns on 
graves for that purpose today), or it 
may he a sign of status for a family 
that was fortunate enough to have 
electricity.

Symbols and decorations are used 
more extensively than words, especial
ly on older markers, which sometimes 
have no more than a cross, name, or 
date. The abundance of misspelled 
words and backwards letters indicates 
difficulty with written language, espe
cially English. I couldn’t help but smile 
at the carefully carved child^ stone 
that read, “For My Little Angle.”

The spadal organization of the 
camposatttos stresses the individual 
rather than the family. Curbed or 
fenced family plots with large family 
markers, common in Anglo

Eariy wood gravemarfcor, 

Peralta.

Simple stone marker, Galisteo.
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cemeteries, are rarely found in the 
camposanto. Instead, the individual’s 
grave is curbed or fenced. Husband 
and wife do not necessarily lie side by 
side, and children are often relegated 
to a separate section. A particularly 
disturbing section of some camposantos 
is the “limbo" area—an array of small 
concrete blocks marking the graves of 
unbaptized babies whose souls can go 
to neither Heaven nor hell.

Grave alignment is important in 
many religions, with “feet to the east” 
the most common Christian burial 
pattern, reflecting a belief in Christ’s 
resurrection in the east. The Hispanic 
Catholic burial, however, doesn’t favor 
any particular alignment. I have found 
camposattto graves aligned with all com
pass directions as well as facing the 
main road, the central cross, the dotvn 
slope on a hill, or secondary lanes 
within the camposanto. Susan Hazen- 
Hammond writes that the lack of a 
distinct orientation may reflect the 
belief that “since life is not orderly, 
why should death be?”

Camposantos are places where life is 
celebrated, not forgotten. Anna Marie 
kneels in the parted sage repainting 
her grandfather’s name under the hot 
noon sun with the only tool she has 
—a toothpick. Mr. Romero brings a 
favorite baseball and places it on his 
son’s ten-year-old grave. The iMartinez 
family has gathered to braid bright 
new ribbons through the iron bars of a 
child’s ctrquita and to whitewash the 
boulders outlining family graves. 
Nearby, a new banner on a grave- 
mound is printed with the words, “I 
love you Grandpa.”

During the Christmas holiday, dec
orated Christmas trees, garlands, 
wreaths, ornaments and toys are 
placed at some headstones. One 
Christmas I saw two small, red, toy- 
filled stockings propped up against the 
headstones of a baby brother and sis

ter. At Easter, new crucifues appear, 
lilies are planted and ceramic Easter 
bunnies and eggs are left on graves. 
Styrofoam hearts covered with red 
plastic roses are left for deceased wives 
and sweethearts on Valentine’s Day. 
And attached to the cerquita of Maria 
Teresa were the shriveled remains of a 
pink balloon on a string and a “Happy 
Birthday” party napkin.

But something dismaying is hap
pening to some camposantos-. They are 
being destroyed. Camposantos in urban 
areas are falling victim to land use 
pressures and the lure of higher 
economic returns. Camposantos have 
been paved over for parking lots and 
built over for condominiums and com
mercial development. I watched as 
bulldozers ravaged one camposanto, 
destroying hundreds of handmade 
grave markers so the area could be 
turned into a manicured cemetery. 
Rows of wooden, stone and wrought- 
iron crosses were gouged from the 
places once sanctified by their pres
ence. By the time the workers finished, 
1,500 graves had been scraped bare.

The native vegetation of this cam
posanto, which was home to a wealth of 
urban wildlife, has been replaced with 
sod, which must be mowed and irrigat
ed. Instead of the highly personal 
handmade markers, only uniform 
machine-made markers that lie flush 
with the grass are allow-ed. The cam
posanto, with its unique Southwestern 
landscape, has been replaced with a 
generic memorial park.

One day while photographing this 
destruction, I asked the cemetery 
superintendent why it was happening. 
He answered, “Money,” and went on 
to explain that “once we’ve got sod 
and water in here, people have to pay 
for it, you know, perpetual care. And 
they have to buy the headstones too.” 
Then, pointing to a few remaining 
handmade crosses laying in the sage

brush, he added, “you can’t make any 
money on this stuff.”

Unfortunately, little or no protec
tion exists for the camposantos. The 
National Register of Historic Places 
recognizes only those cemeteries with 
significance derived from association 
with historic events or persons of 
national renown (such as Arlington 
National Cemetery), or of exceptional 
architectural design (such as the mau
soleums and crypts of New Orleans). 
The New Mexico Historic Preser
vation Division recognizes the cultural 
significance of the camposantos-, how
ever, it has not had the funds to 
document them systematically. Con
sequently, destroyed grave markers 
are lost without any public record of 
their existence.

Should we preserve camposantos for 
the future just as they are now? Or 
should the traditional pattern continue 
with nature, time and changing cus
toms all taking their toll. To insist on 
preservation of the camposantos' exist
ing qualities would put an end to their 
value as cultural indicators. Yet the loss 
of such highly personal, meaningful 
traditions would be lamentable.

Fortunately, there are several hun
dred rural camposantos where change 
takes place more slowly. Probably the 
best we can do is to recognize and 
document these jewels in the land
scape. The camposanto will also be car
ried on in the minds of those who 
experience them. For those who wit
ness the dramatic melding of land and 
people, for those who see the tiny 
stuffed bear tied with ribbons to little 
Maria% wooden cross or the eyes of 
Reyes as he stares from his picture 
across the field of saints, there will be 
no forgetting these sacred places.
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He?'h Childress

THE MAKING OF A MARKET

Let me begin with what would normally be a conclusion: The Rockridge Market Hall 

in Oakland is an enormous success.

The upscale food vendors are crowded at all hours. The coffee bars are filled, and 

the customers—both neighborhood residents and outside shoppers—spill out into the 

sidewalk along with the smell of espresso and fresh bread. The restaurant at the comer 

draws tum-aw’ay crowds. The offices upstairs are all rented, and tenants express great 

satisfaction with their quarters. Real estate listings use proximity to the Market Hall 

as a selling point. The building gives a strong architectural focus to a busy and long 

neglected street comer and establishes a sound relationship with the rest of the build

ings on the block.

One might expect such a successful development to have had an easy time coming 

into existence and to have met with much approval along the way, but the Market Hall 

was almost four years in a troubled path to its creation.

The story of its birth is actually three stories: The first is the ability of its creators 

to establish a vision and stick with it through the inevitably unpredictable development 

process; the second is the depth of opposition to the project by its prospective neigh

bors. The third lies in the conjunction of the first two: Mffiat does the Rockridge 

Market Hall teach us about how we can create good places?

The Resurgence of Rockridge

Rockridge is a small neighborhood in northeast Oakland, built in the 1910s and 1920s 

as increasing automobile use allowed development to disperse from the city’s center. 

All of the considerable commercial activity in Rockridge takes place on College Avenue, 

a two-lane street that leads from Broadway, Oakland’s original main street, to the 

University of California campus in Berkeley. The rest of the neighborhood is residen

tial, mostly modest one- or two-story California Craftsman bungalows, with a scattering 

of small apartment buildings and backyard second units. The neighborhood scene is 

pleasant in a Norman Rockwell-meets-Bemard Maybeck fashion.
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Construction of the freeway and 
BART heJd property values down 
while prices in the rest of the Bay Area 
skyrocketed. The housing stock was in 
good condition and consisted almost 
entirely of single-family houses, while 
surrounding areas of Oakland and 
Berkeley were being redeveloped with 
apartments, townhouses and condo
miniums. Rockridge was close and 
convenient to downtown Oakland and 
San Francisco; easy freeway access and 
a BART station beckoned white-collar 
and professional workers with the 
promise of a quick commute. Its prox
imity to the Berkeley campus made 
Rockridge attractive to the academic 
community' as well.

As Rockridge rebounded in the 
mid-1970s, pressure inev’itably mount
ed to capitalize on the neighborhood’s 
location by developing it more densely. 
Regional land use planners sought to 
couple the public investment in the 
BART station with zoning that would 
allow denser housing development 
near the station.

This pressure was thwarted early 
on by the efforts of a neighborhood 
association, the Rockridge Community 
Planning Council, organized in re
spond to a plan to build an apartment 
building on a small side street. RCPC 
valued the neighborhood’s character, 
particularly its predominance of sin
gle-family homes and the low-rise 
commercial strip on College (several 
stores operated out of converted bun
galows). The group persuaded the city 
to downzone substantially the neigh
borhood, and that restrictive zoning is 
still in place.

Today Rockridge is one of the most 
desirable neighborhoods in Oakland, 
and its success has brought the return 
of retail business to College Avenue. 
Even with the soaring rents, though, 
there are few franchises or chain 
stores; neighborhood residents have

In the mid-1960s, the elevated 
Grove-Shafter Freeway—and between 
its divided paths, the tracks of the 
regional Bay Area Rapid Transit 
System (BART)—cut through the 
neighborhood. Construction of the 
freeway and BART, both created to 
connect San Francisco and Oakland 
with the growing suburbs beyond the 
Berkeley and San Leandro Hills to the 
east, sp>elled the decline of College 
Avenue, which became peppered with 
vacant storefronts.

Many neighborhoods never recover 
from that kind of tear in their fabric. 
That Rockridge has is the result of 
several bits of good fortune.

Cafe tables line the College 

Avenue facade. Bl-fold doors 

with large wmdovrs make 

H easy to see or walk into tha 

bakery, coffee shop and cafe 

inside.

Photos by Todd W. Bressl.
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enough purchasing power to support 
boutiques, specialty stores and comer 
bookstores. More importantly, they 
wish to suppon them. In the politically 
liberal East Bay, spending money is 
often seen as a political and social act, 
and residents tend not to patronize 
enterprises owned by a faceless con
glomerate when they could buy from a 
local artisan or merchant. Smallness is 
considered synonymous with quality.

This is especially true with food 
shopping and dining. Tliroughout the 
Bay Area here are dozens of small 
clusters of restaurants, wine shops and 
bakeries. Exotic hybrid vegetables, 
unique and expensive cheeses and 
microbrewery beers have a market 
there as nowhere else.

Entrance to Otiwtto's. the 

restaurant/cafe at the comer of 

Colle9e Avenue and Shatter 

Street.

Photo by Norman McGratK 

courtesy Wilson Associates.

their party walls, enabling shoppers to 
pass from one store to another without 
leaving the building. This arrangement 
offered the convenience of a large 
market along with the range of choices 
available only in specialty stores, and 
was a great success.

'Fhe combination of sidewalk 
frontage and interior connection 
became the model for the Wilson’s 
market, which they planned as a series 
of street-level stalls accessible from 
both sidewalk and interior. The food 
businesses would be owner-operated, 
because, they felt, that was the best 
way to provide accountability and 
ensure quality.

The Wilsons topped the market 
with two stories of unspeciBed “some
thing” to take advantage of the local 
three-story height limit. They thought 
offices would be more lucrative than 
housing, but were unsure of the office 
market, particularly for the small 
spaces they would provide. 
Consequently, their early designs for 
the upper levels were non-committal: 
The spaces looked like apartments but 
could easily be rented as small profes
sional offices.

Second, both the Wlsons had an 
interest in food markets. Anthony was 
intrigued by how the design of mar
kets like New York’s South Street 
Seaport was influenced by marketing 
concepts. Peter was interested in 
restaurants and food merchandising.

To begin work on the Market Hall, 
Anthony called Peter, who was begin
ning to tire of the succession of 
designs for office suites and apartment 
remodelings common to a New York 
practice, and persuaded Peter to move 
to the Bay Area. The move foreshad
ows the brothers’ depth of involve
ment in the Market Hall. From the 
start, they wanted to build something 
they would keep—something that 
would make them proud as they passed 
it on the street. That meant acting as 
developer, designer and manager, to 
make sure the job was done right.

The Wdsons didn’t have to look 
very far for a precedent for either their 
leasing strategy or design. Less than a 
mile away on College, a small set of 
one-story row buildings housed some 
of the most popular and prosperous 
food retailers in the East Bay. Three 
side-by-side stores had openings in

Establishing a Concept

One of the entrepreneurs looking at 
Rockridge was Anthony Wilson, a real 
estate lawyer practicing in the Bay 
Area. He and his brother Peter, a New 
York architect, had long been inter
ested in developing properties them
selves. Anthony recognized the 
enormous potential of resurgent Rock
ridge and purchased a small vacant lot 
at the busy intersection of College 
Avenue and Shafter Street (next to the 
BART station) as well as three houses 
on the block behind College.

The Wilsons decided to capitalize 
on the neighborhood's spending habits 
by creating a food market comprised 
of many small specialty vendors. They 
settled on this concept for two reasons. 
First, most of the site fronted Shafter 
—which is not a busy pedestrian 
street—and a parking lot built under 
the elevated freeway. The Wilsons 
realized they needed an activity and 
design that would pull people from the 
busy College frontage into the depth 
of the lot—suggesting an open market 
with many vendors.
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Shafter Stract facade.

representative of Rockridge’s new resi
dents: young, well-educated, politically 
savvy and committed to protecting the 
feel of the neighborhoods and the 
value of homeowners’ investments.

Before long the V\11sons realized 
they were fighting a losing battle. The 
lots upon which the three houses were 
situated were zoned for single-family, 
and the likelihood of obtaining a major 
variance with such organized neigh
borhood opposition was almost nil.

But the Wilsons had also made Alta 
Bates another offer: They would 
develop two floors of office or residen
tial space above the Showcase building 
(taking advantage of the three-story 
height limit) and connect it to the 
upper two floors of their market build
ing. The Wilsons agreed to pay the 
extra costs of building the foundation 
and structural system of the Showcase 
building so it could support their pro
posed upper floors, but believed that 
the price quoted by Alta Bates’ con
tractor was too high.

By late 1985, the negotiations had 
dragged on to the point at which Alta 
Bates was ready to start construction, 
with or without the Wilsons. So the

Securing the Site
And Starting Construction

Photo by Norman McGratK 

OMirtesy MHIson Associates.

In late 1984, during the early stages of 
design, the L-shaped property next to 
and behind the Wilson’s lot was pur
chased by Alta Bates Hospital, a large 
Berkeley health care corporation. The 
hospital did not really want the entire 
lot; its plan was to demolish the old 
wood-frame building that existed and 
to build a one-story showroom for its 
volunteer association thrift shop, the 
Alta Bates Showcase.

The Wilsons seized the opportuni
ty and purchased the rear of the Show
case lot. Realizing the demand for 
housing in Rockridge, they also pro
posed demolishing their three houses, 
directly behind the Showcase lot, to 
make room for 22 apartments and a 
two-level parking structure to serve 
both the market and the apartments.

The neighborhood erupted in 
protest, and RCPC was determined to 
defeat the plan. The next RCPC board 
elections saw a wholesale change of 
directors, with the neighbors voting in 
a new group who lived near the 
Wilsons' properties. This group was
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Wilsons switched course and offered 
to build the entire three-story struc
ture, delivering the completed ground- 
floor retail space to the hospital as a 
turnkey project for an agreed-upon 
price and keeping the top two floors 
for themselves. Alta Bates accepted, 
and the Wilsons found themselves, for 
the first time, in the general contract
ing business. Two months later, early 
in 1986—and before the design of the 
upper levels was finished—construc
tion on the Showcase began.

That spring, when the Wilsons 
submitted plans for the upper levels of 
the Showcase building and the city 
issued a building permit, RCPC again 
jumped into the fmy. The commercial 
zoning along College Avenue man
dates a neighborhood design review 
process for all projecG; RCPC mem
bers claimed the only plans they had 
ever seen for that site w'ere for the 
hospital’s one-story building.

Claiming proof of the Wilson’s 
deception, RCPC pointed to the 
Environmental Report that Alta Bates 
had filed for the Showcase Building. 
That report, filed when the hospital 
was still considering its original plan, 
was specifically for a single-story 
building. When the RCPC discovered 
the discrepancy between the ER and 
the permit, construction was halted. 
But within two weeks, the Wilsons 
(who claim to have formally notified 
both Oakland’s planning department 
and RCPC earlier about the change in 
plans) had obtained a revised ER and 
construction resumed.

The transaction with Alta Bates 
allowed the Wilsons to refine several 
aspects of the Market Hall design. 
First, they were now able to push the 
parking for the Market Hall back from 
the original comer lot onto the rear 
lot, giving them an extra 40 to 50 feet 
of Shafter Street frontage and room 
for two extra vendors.

Courtyard on third ■•vel. 

Photo by Norman McGratK 

courtesy Wilson Associates.

Stairway leading from Shafter 

Street to uppenlevel profes

sional offices.

Photo by Norman McGrath, 

courtesy Wilson Associates.

i
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More important, Alta Bates, known 
for its many mental health services, 
pointed out the existence of a large 
community of psychologists, therapists 
and other mental health professionals 
who were sorely in need of accessible 
office space. The Wilsons saw an op
portunity to give the undefined upper 
floors of the Market Hall a focus.

Finally, the question of access to 
the upper floors had to be settled. Alta 
Bates refused to allow access through 
the Showcase to the Wilsons’ floors 
above, so Peter planned a small stair
well at the College Avenue end of the 
Market Hall and a larger, open air 
staircase at the rear Shafter Street

edge. These complemented the articu
lated entry tower at the comer of 
College and Shafter, and gave a visual 
termination to both of the two-story- 
plus-mansard street facades.

Getting It Built Leasing Up

With the Showcase imderway, the 
Wilsons realized they would have to 
start construction on the Market Hall 
soon. As of yet, they had little finan
cing and no tenants. Fearing they 
could not obtain bank financing with
out tenants in place, they leased the 
comer space at College and Shafter 
and a second-story loft above the mar
ket to Olivetto^, a restaurant/cafe.

The brothers were not completely 
happy with the decision. They wanted 
both a market and a restaurant, but 
both demanded space on the first floor 
and along the street. Unable to make 
room for both (and fearing the loft 
would be hard to rent) they reluctantly 
gave Olivetto’s the next best thing: the 
comer entrance,

That decision changed the interior 
layout of the market, which had been 
plaimed as two rows of food stalls 
strung along a walkway leading length
wise from the corner to the back of the 
building. Now, Peter planned a bend
ing walkway that started at College 
Avenue, wrapped behind Olivetio’s 
comer cafe, then turned along the 
Shafter edge of the market. The 
revision was an improvement, but the 
brothers were unhappy about the 
extent to which a leasing arrangement 
dictated the design.

The change also angered some 
neighbors, who had heard an earlier 
version of the plans explained at design 
review meetings. Even though the 
facades had not been changed (which 
is all the design review process covers, 
technically), the layout and circulation 
of the building were dramatically dif-

TTw evolution of the plan: 

sketches of an early proposal 

for apartments artd a park*

Ing garage behind the mwkel 

Graphics courtesy Wilson 

Associates.
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Plan of IMari(«t Hall and upper- 

level profess tonal offices.
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ferent. Once again, the neighbors felt 
misled, deceived and powerless.

Recruiting local food merchants for 
the project was difficult, and the 
Wilsons were still searching when con
struction began in late 1986. North 
Berkeley, with its myriad specialty food 
shops, was an attractive hunting 
ground but most of the shopkeepers 
were either content with one store or 
unsure of their ability to operate a sec
ond. The prospective tenants located 
by real estate agents were fiunchises, 
which ran coxmter to the Wilsons’ 
vision for owner-operated businesses.

The Wilsons tried a new tactic. 
They purchased The Pasta Shop, 
which was operating nearby on 
College Avenue, moved it to the 
Market Hall and hired their sister to 
run it. They started a bakery and 
butcher shop from scratch and found a 
baker and butcher willing to manage 
them by canvassing their contacts with 
local restaurants.

There still was no major commit
ment to financing when construction 
began, partly because of the lack of 
tenants (since Olivetto^ was a start-up 
restaurant, lenders still considered the 
project risky), partly because of the 
unusual character of the Alta Bates 
deal. So the Wilsons started construc
tion with their own money and small 
loans from personal contacts. Eventu
ally they were able to obtain a loan for 
about half the cost of the building 
from a local savings and loan, and 
another loan for the tenant improve
ments. With that, the Market Hall was 
completed and opened in 1987.

As the project was nearing comple
tion in 1987, the frustrated and wary 
RCPC embarked on a different route, 
one which would put the neighbor
hood (its members believed) on the 
offensive. The group applied for and 
received more than $30,000 in city 
funding to prepare a Rockridge Area

Opposite:

The “path" along the Shatter 

Street side of the Market Hail, 

with abutting vendors' statb. 

Photo by Norman McGrath, 

courtesy Wilson Associates.

Ftower shop on Shatter Street 

side of the Market Hall.

Photo by Norman McGradi.
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Specific Plan, which would amend the 
city’s general plan, spelling out the 
direction for future growth and devel
opment in Rockridge. RCPC sees the 
plan as the only way it can influence 
the long-term direction of the neigh
borhood. Rather than react to each 
proposed development, the group rea
sons, it can now incorporate its own 
vision into city policy.

An Appraisal

If we look at the Market Hall as an 
object, a place and a destination, then 
it is a great success. If we see it for its 
process, it show just how tenuous are 
our opportunties to get good places, 
and how far we have yet to go.

The design of the ground-floor 
market was integral to the Wilsons’ 
tenancy plans, and is what makes the 
Market Hall unique. They believed the 
owner-operator tenants they hoped to 
attract would want a very visible street 
presence, because of both the obvious 
advertising advantages and the roman
tic storefront atmosphere that would 
be projected by stalls &cing the public 
street. Thus they wanted to avoid the 
typical double-loaded interior corridor 
that would render the market a self- 
contained mall with stores vistially and 
physically cut off from die street.

The solution was to line each fac
ade with 15-foat bays that open to the 
sidewalk and connect to the interior 
path, which touches the front of each 
shop along the way (except the Pasta 
Shop, which it traverses, and the flow
er shop, which fronts only on Shafter).

All of the shops are open to one 
another and all can be seen from the 
middle of the curve in the path. This is 
because the ceiling is raised to double 
height above the path along the 
Shafter facade, allowing more after
noon sun to reach the market. The 
partitions between the bays exhibit

Shatter Street side of the

Marltet Hall.varying levels of transparency: In the 
rear, near the storage and service areas, 
there are solid walls; in the merchan
dising areas, there are either openings 
or partitions made of glass; when a 
store is to be closed off, a mesh gate is 
pulled across the path. Altogether, this 
creates a sense of expansiveness, airi
ness and connection.

A trip through the market is visual
ly dense but never confining. Each 
shop pays rent on its portion of the 
path and can display within its limits 
— some even display goods on the 
sidewalk outside. The effect is one of 
great bustle and activity, a spilling 
out from each merchant’s bay onto the 
semi-public space of the path and the 
public way outside.

This permeability is apparent from 
the outside, as well. The Market Hall’s 
street-level facade consists of a series 
of wood-frame bi-fold doors with 
large, plate-glass windows. When the 
doors are folded open, there is no 
sense of a wall between the outside 
and inside; pedestrians can wander 
freely between the market and the 
street without having the sense of 
passing through a door. A few mer-

Pheto by Todd W. Bressi.
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developer had had to spend $50,000 
on legal fees to negotiate the deal with 
Alta Bates.

Some of this savings found its way 
back into the building. The Wilsons 
chose Italian tile for the facade and 
specially ordered the bi-fold doors 
from a German manufacturer. They 
paid local artists to create sculptures 
that now grace the gates of the upstairs 
office suites. (The addition of the 
sculptures was serendipitous: The 
Wilsons gave the metals contract to a 
local sculptor who did metal work on 
the side and who su^ested that his 
friends could embellish the gates.)

Second, this process allowed the 
Wilsons to exercise a control over the 
project that they would not have been 
able to maintain within any single role. 
They did not have to compromise with 
weak or franchise-backed merchants, 
they continue to pay close attention to 
the quality of merchandise sold there 
and the quantity of business done, and 
they exercise what Peter calls with a 
smile “paternal control” over the leases.

But the biggest advantage was the 
amazing flexibility with which the 
Wilsons could work toward their

chants elect to keep some of the doors 
in front of their shops closed and put 
low baskets of produce or cases of 
wines in front of them, but the interior 
remains visible.

Even if the doors are closed, 
passersby can easily see that food busi
nesses extend along the length of the 
Shafter facade. And cafe tables are 
clustered under the galvanized metal 
awnings along College, luring pedes
trians into Olivette’s, the coffee shop 
and the bakery.

On the upper levels, the Wilsons 
created a courtyard scheme, emphasiz
ing privacy and security, while using 
open-air courts and passages to main
tain a spacious and street-like atmo
sphere. In fact, the third-level 
courtyard is a one-half scale duplica
tion of the ground floor facade, with 
its comer tow'er and repeated bays.
The main court, on the second level at 
the top of the grand staircase, offers a 
wonderful view of Rockridge, with the 
San Francisco sL'yline barely visible 
above the treetops.

The Wilsons developed this project 
almost single-handedly: They were the 
architect and client, did their own 
legal work in the complex Alta Bates 
negotiations, acted as general contrac
tor, provided the initial financing for 
the Market Hall, acted as the real 
estate agent in finding their own ten
ants, loaned their own money to one 
tenant to start up a bakery and owned 
two of the shops themselves (they still 
own one, having sold the meat shop to 
the butcher who operates it), and are 
still the day-to-day operators.

This in-house process allowed the 
Wilsons many impKirtant advantages. 
First, of course, it saved them tens of 
thousands of dollars in what would 
have been profits and commissions for 
the contractor, lawyer, real estate agent 
and others. This project would never 
have been built if, for instance, a

View of Rockrid9e from the 

third level.

Passage leading to offices from 

sccof*d level.

Ptwtos by Norman McGratK 

courtesy Wilson Associates.
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A Model for Placemaking?

In the deregulatory 1980s, the return 
to Social Darwinism—whoever wins is 
right—has taken away many mecha
nisms for cooperation, consensus and 
broadened vision. Is it necessary that 
placemaking so often become a sport
ing event, RCPC versus Wilson 
Associates, in a fight to the finish?

The Wilsons felt no compunction 
about proposing aparunents in the sin- 
gle-femily zone because, they say, “it’s 
an established planning principle that 
residential areas are buffered from 
commercial by apartment zones.” On 
the other hand, RCPC can state: 
“Fifteen years ago, the Rockridge 
community, led by RCPC and the 
College Avenue Merchants Association 
created special zoning for College 
Avenue and the adjacent residential
neighborhoods__Now we are the
ones best suited to re\4ew them, 
improve them and add to them where 
necessary....”

The story suggests a greater role 
for government. The Oakland city 
planning department was decimated by 
former Mayor Lionel Wilson (no rela
tion) and is just beginning a long climb 
from its current status as a mere 
record-keeping agency. ’I'he General 
Plan has not been attended to in years, 
and the department has been blown 
about by the political winds. By abdi
cating its intermediary role, Oakland, 
like many other cities, has fostered an 
unnecessarily combative relationship 
between strong developers and active 
anti-growth groups, one in which 
there must be a winner and loser.

Yet no planning process, no city 
plan, by itself can guarantee good 
places. The quality of a place is bv 
nature baseil on a commitment to the 
future of that place.

The Wilsons knew that they were 
going to be connected to the Market 
Hall long after its physical completion, 
and were thus willing to take the unu-

Sculptures installed on entrance 

gates to professional offices. 

Left, by Gale Wagner and 

Don Rkh.

Right, by Joe Slusky.

Photos by Norman McGrath, 

courtesy Wilson Associates.

vision. Each time a change in context 
came up—be it the shift from pur
chasing the Showcase air rights to 
developing the building turnkey, the 
modification of the pedestrian circula
tion pattern in the market, or the 
fight with the neighborhood over the 
apartments—the Wilsons could make 
unilateral decisions without having 
to involve a host of peripheral parties. 
This allowed them to make mid
course corrections with ease, turning 
their project to the new circumstances 
while still making steady progress 
toward their unchanging goal.

together, these advantages enabled 
the Wilsons to establish a vision and 
stick with it. The initial vision was not 
whole, and they were able to extend 
and elaborate it as specific circum
stances arose.

That the Wilsons approached the 
problems this way can be attributed 
not only to the range of skills and 
interests they personally brought to 
the collaboration, or to their inexperi
ence in the development process , but 
also to their desire to make a place 
that would be worth calling their own.
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sual risks and responsibilities necessary’ 
to follow their vision. IJut we know 
that such coininionent is rare indeed; 
RCPC can hardly feel comfortable 
depending on the noblesse oblige of the 
development community to protect 
and advance the neighborhood.

Similarly, Rockridge residents had a 
vision for their commimity that they 
were interested—and skilled—in arti
culating through a planning and poli
tical process. But the Wilsons would 
be justified in wondering to what 
extent that vision included the capabil
ity for transformation and to what 
extent it rested on an unyielding con
formity' with the status quo.

WTtat is called for, perhaps, is a 
forum in which visions such as these 
can be aired, tested, elaborated, and 
nurtured; compared and contrasted to 
other visions; and critiqued. In 
Rockridge, the discussions that are 
leading to the formulation of a specific 
plan could turn out to provide 
such an opportunity. Whatever the 
forum—a planning procedure, com
munity charreiie, student studio, 
or som other process—it is impt)rtanl 
that these visions can be expressed 
and understandings forged before 
money is on the line or environmental 
change is imminent.

Third'level courtway. and walk

way leading to professional 

offices.

Photo by Norman McGrath, 

courtesy Wilson Associates.
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The photographs in this 
portfolio are concerned 
with how artisans are 
trained, the traditions and 
techniques particular to 
their trades and the result
ing artifacts. Compagnons, 
as they are called, are the 
elite workers and master 
artisans of Europe. Their 
training is rooted in a deep 
tradition of passing on the 
secret of the trades to new 
initiates. Their lineage can 
be traced to the ancient 
guilds, perhaps to the 
beginning of the history of 
buildings. Possibly at the 
heart of the compagnons’ 
secrets is that they have 
come to understand that 
the working of materials is 
an esthetic endeavor.

The spirituality of 
things of lasting quality is 
suggested by an artisan’s 
reverence for both his 
tools and materials. In the 
in situ compositions pre
sented here, the work in 
process takes on an almost 
ritualized quality’. The 
undercurrent of surrealism 
is the result of both the 
photographer’s vision of 
reality’ and the factiiality of 
objects and places 
described.

These photographs 
were made during 1989 
and 1990 in the training 
houses of the Compagnons 
du Devoir, throughout 
France, and the European 
Center for the Training 
of Artisans for Restoration, 
at Isola di San Servelo, 
near Venice. The photo
graphs were made with 
a 5 X 7 field camera. To re
tain their evocative force, 
they are presented without 
tide, location, or descrip
tive captions.

























Daniel R Gregory

AN INDIGENOUS THING: The Story of 
William Wursterand the Gregory Farmhouse

My grandmother’s farmhouse stands at the end of a long, narrow, asphalt and dirt road 

that winds through dense manzanita and groves of redwood, oak and fir in the Santa 

Cruz Mountains along the central California coast. One’s first glimpse of it is from a 

distance, a flash of white walls through branches. The house disappears briefly as the 

road climbs a slight ridge, then suddenly, after a short descent, there you are, in a dirt 

parking area beside the front gate.

The best known photograph of the house was taken by Roger Sturtevant from this 

clearing and looks indirectly at the house’s west-facing facade. Everything is visible at 

once: There is the front wall with its central, diagonally braced gates flung wide; the 

tall, sheer water tower, like an enlarged milk carton, with a thick, mud-walled one-story 

structure at its base; and the L-shaped house proper, its simple gable-ends and covered 

walkways forming two sides of a courtyard.

On the south, a low-walled terrace off the living room looks out over a vineyard 

sloping down to an old apple orchard. In the distance is a view of Monterey Bay. The 

terrace broadens into a sweeping curve as it extends around the east side or back of the 

house. The whitewashed vertical boards, double-hung windows, porch overhangs and 

shingle roofe combine to form a structure that looks as though it has always been there. 

In the words of its architect, William Wurster, or “Bill,” as he was known, this is “a 

house of carpenter architecture—no wood beams or posts larger than absolutely nec

essary—an arid, California yard with the protecting w'alls about.

The white house commands Its spur of land with authority, both independent of 

and complementary to the surrounding landscape, abstract and ranch-like at the same 

time. The three dominant elements—tower, wall and gate—fonn an almost allegorical 

image of habitation and arrival, as if this were not just a summer and weekend house, 

but a small outpost or stockade on an isolated frontier.

”1

Sadi* Gregory, th* author's 

grandmother, sitting in th* 

forecourt, outs id* h*r bedroom. 

Photo by Thomas OiurcK cour

tesy Dani*l P. Gregory.
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Resonance

A vivid composition fashioned out of ordinary forms and 
materials, the Gregory farmhouse expressed a brand of 
assertive modesty that became especially appealing during the 
Depression. Completed in 1928, it received an honor award 
from the Northern California Chapter of the American 
Institute of Architects in 1929 and the $500 first prize in the 
small house competition sponsored by House Beautiful m 1930. 
Widely published in the architectural journals and popular 
shelter magazines of the day—including Architect and Engineer, 
Architecture, Pencil Points and Sunset—it stood out among the 
traditional Tudor, Neoclassical, or Spanish Colonial Revival- 
inspired houses and estates that were still appearing regularly.

The house looked new and old at the same dme. It 
expressed a modem approach to function without assuming 
radical new shapes and forms. House Beautiful wrote, “This 
house has, we believe, the great merit of originality and sim
plicity. Obviously a copy of no other house, it is a straightfor
ward attempt to solve a specific problem, which it does in the 
most direct manner. The result is not only convenience of 
plan but charm of composition in no small degree.”^

Throughout the 1930s, writers and editors used the fann- 
house as a praiseworthy example of how to design a vacation 
house for a mild climate. In her book Designs for Outdoor 
Living, Margaret Olthof Goldsmith wrote, “The lines of the 
house and its utter lack of pretense are an inspiration to any
one who seeks escape from official cares.”^ The professional 
press praised its sincerity and direct simplicity.

Simplicity became its most remarked upon quality, and the 
commentary acquired a moralistic undertone. Pencil Points edi
tor Kenneth Reid wrote: “Forms natural to materials and uses, 
undistorted by any faint suggestion of ‘artiness,’ give this 
house the charm of honesty that might have been produced by 
a carpenter endowed with good taste.”'*

By the 1960s the house had become an emblem of region
alism, used often to illustrate part of California's contribution 
to the history of architecture. It represented an in-between 
stage in the evolution of Modernism: not traditional, not 
avant-garde, but free thinking and pragmatic. In The Architec
ture of America: A Social and Cultural History, authors John 
Burchard and Albert Bush-Brown wrote that Wurster’s “early 
ranch houses stemmed from the historic tradition of revival
ism. The one-story' grouping he did in the simplest vernacular 
for Mrs. Gregory in 1927...shows how fine such work might 
be when approached simply. But the romance was still there.”^ 

More recently, architectural historian Sally Woodbridge 
wrote that in the farmhouse Wurster “took the body of 
Modem architecture and gave it a regional soul.”*^ With its 
inclusion in histories and guidebooks, the Gregory farmhouse 
has become an architectural Icon.

• - THI5E AMP MANY OTHEI INIEIEfflNC AtTiClEE tN THIS ISSUE
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Th« Gragory house fit the 

Suns0t dictum that 'there must 

be romance in the house you 

build." The illustration includes 

two figures in chaps, boots and 

a cowboy hat, apparently in an 

effort to heighten the Western 

ranch feeling.

Courtesy Daniel P. Gregory.
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Roger Sturtevwit's classic pho

tograph of the Gregory house, 

lookirtg into the forecourt. 

Courtesy Salty Woodbridge.

Today the design still seems both fresh and familiar, simple 
and evocative. Visitors’ reactions tend to bear this out. One 
first-time guest remarked; “I feel I’ve taken a sentimental 
journey to a place I’ve never been.” Another asked, “So where 
is the architecture?” And another, seeing the house after it had 
undergone a period of meticulous painting and repair, 
observed; “It must have been quite a place once.”

Bill would have been delighted. For what each of these 
remarks illustrates is this: Here is a house that illustrates sim
ple place-making without being all that simple.

The Gregorys purchased the Santa Cruz mountain acreage 
in 1916, and they drove or took the train down from Berkeley 
to vacation there whenever they could. Initially, a small Goth
ic Revival farmhouse dating from the 1880s provided adequate 
shelter. But eventually it felt cramped for a family with four 
children, and it stood at the bottom of a heavily forested can
yon—pleasandy cool during the hottest days of summer but 
uncomfortably cold, damp and dark the rest of the year. They 
often thought about building a new house on a sunnier site.

Warren and Sadie both loved the outdoor life and took 
their children on numerous horse-packing trips through the 
Sierra. They explored their own land with equal enthusiasm, 
finding here a grove of redwoods suitable for staging family 
pageants and there a hay field big enough for softball. There 
was no doubt about where a new house would go: up out 
of the canyon and in the sunlight, on a particular south-facing 
knoll where they had often picnicked.

Warren’s affection for this particular knoll is movingly 
expressed in a letter he wrote the day he died: “I am building 
a new house up on the ridge where the sun is a more frequent 
visitor and we can look across Scott’s Valley in the evening 
and count the evening stars.”^

An Affection for the Site

Wurster met my grandparents, Warren and Sadie Gregory, 
through their eldest son, Don, a friend from his college days 
at the University of California, Berkeley. Sadie came to view 
Bill almost as an adopted son. He visited “ITie Farm" often to 
participate in family rituals, especially at Thanksgiving and 
the Fourth of July. He remained a devoted admirer of my 
grandmother, ultimately naming his only child after her. She 
returned the compliment late in her life (in the early 1950s) 
by selling him the Gregory house in Berkeley, which had been 
designed by John Galen Howard and which Wurster had 
admired since architectural school.
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The south wing of the house. 

Photo by Morley Beer.

in the besse-rour.) A sizable manor might gen

erate wings that could help enclose a foreoMat. 

In the courtyard people handled cargoes and 

climbed on and off horses and vehicles, thus 

creating a necessary locus for greeting and 

leave-taking. These activities are distinct from 

those taking place In an inner patio, a walled 

garden, an orchard, or a private terrace, but 

they are rtot unlMca many events in modem life 

that find appropriate setting in a forecourt. See, 

for instance, the little ritual with flags pho

tographed by Thomas Church.

More a cortcoursa than a living space, the 

forecourt offers no obstructioftt to the move

ment of vehicles oiKe they have been admit

ted. Foliage, if any. is restricted to vines or 

flowers at the edges, not foundation plartting.

Eiropa. When people began to keep records of 

the ways these iairdt were used, there was 

already in place a social structure In which 

some farms ware more important than others; 

these were surrounded by smaller holdings 

worked by serfs and tanartts who owed ser

vices and productive goocte to the local seig

neur in return for his protection. The resultirtg 

installations have rrot been erased despite end

less social and ecorramk changas.

The manor housa itsalf typically had an 

erKlosad forecourt serving many usas. It clus

tered and controlled the various rwivrasidantial 

stnjctures needed for farm managarrMrrt; it 

stored machirtes and tools and formed a shel

tered outdoor workshop for their repair. (The 

farm animals, being more of a nutsarKa, lived

The housa for Sadie Gregory has a feature 

almost always absent from American houses, 

whether they are urban, suburfoarv or rural. This 

it the anclosad forecourt. Daniel P. Gregory 

writes that the forecourt can be accounted for

by William Wuntar's having studied rural «>m- 

plaias in the Monterey area, c^uotlng Wurster^ 

own words. *an early California Yard." No 

doubt such a precedent exists arul is an echo 

from distant Spain.

It it tamptir>g to suggest an even broader 

reference. During Wurster's postgraduate year 

abroad, ha surely savored, over and over, the 

rich patterns of the agricultural landscapes of



Ih» m«Kp«n*iv* fteor b p»«f*rably some earthy 

mixture that b fkm underfoot, yet poroui over 

iHiried drain tiles. Without ruts or gulfies, H 

kwhs maintenar»ce-free but may need endless 

raking and weeding.

The Gregory house is small, intertded mairv- 

ly for weekends and vacations. Owner and 

architect were in agreement about the desire 

for simplkity and the suppression of all useleas 

features. Even so. they found ways to enclose 

the court, giorffy the water tank and supply the 

gates. The Gregorys took refuge in the forest 

but brought civilixation with them.

—Lawrence B. Anderson

The Gregory house in Berkeley, 

circa 1900, desigrted by John 

Galen Howard.

Photo by Thorstein VeMen. 

courtesy Daniel P. Gregory.

Before deciding to build a 

new house, the Gregorys asked 

John Galen Howard to draw 

piarK for expanding a house 

that already stood elsewhere 

on their property.

fh-awings courtesy Documents 

Coilectiorv College of 

Environmerttal Design Library, 

University of California. 

Berkeley.

A Roundabout Search for Simplicty

Before beginning to build on the new site, however, Warren 
and Sadie considered the possibility of remodeling the old 
canyon house. They turned to their closest friend and 
Berkeley neighbor, John Galen Howard, who had designed 
houses for both the Gregorys and for Warren’s sister, and for 
whose own house Warren had paid.

In January and February of 1926 Howard’s office drew up 
plans for an addition to the old farmhouse.® This so-called 
guest house matches the simple board and batten appearance 
of the existing house, but is more rigorously symmetrical. A 
verandah runs the entire length of the free-standing, rectangu
lar, shed-roofed structure. Behind that {Kirch are a bedroom, 
bathroom, bedroom and another sleeping porch.

At the center of the verandah and parallel to it, a mirror- 
image pair of stairs leads down to another short flight of steps 
peqiendicular to the porch. With its emphatic use of a veran
dah as an outdoor hallway and of smaller porches as sleeping 
areas, this design expressed its rustic, camp-like function sim
ply and directly. Its direemess was not to be lost on Wurster, 
who would later write of his own design that “the idea is to 
use the house as a weekend camp.

The process of studying what could be done by remodeling 
seemed to help the Gregorys justify their original resolve to 
start from scratch and build an entirely new house. By April,
1926, they asked Howard to draw sketches for a new house on 
the new site.

, ^

///.
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Several of the elements that Wurster would later distill and 
redefine are in those drawings: the courU’ard plan, water 
tower and sleeping porches. In this plan, geometry dominates: 
The entrj’ court is octagonal and the two-stoiy house rather 
awkwardly angles around three sides of it. The water tower is 
incorporated into the body of the house, and a graded terrace 
on the back side echoes the shape of the front court.

By June, Henr\' Howard, John Galen Howard’s architect 
son, had produced a set of working drawings for a substantial
ly altered design. In his version the house spread out on one 
level and assumed a Spanish Colonial Revival feeling, with tile 
roofs, stucco walls and elaborate grillwork for windows and 
gates. It was L-sha|>ed, wrapping around two sides of a sim
pler, rectangular entry courtv’ard, with a water tower approxi
mately where VVurster’s tower w’ould stand.

\V'arren and Sadie balked at the design, which they thought 
would be more formal and elaborate than that of their 
Berkeley house. They decided not to proceed, a decision that 
must have been difficult because of their close friendship with 
the Howards.

About this time, Warren engaged a contractor to build 
what he thought would become the garage for the new- house 
out of rammed earth, or pist de tare. (It ultimately liecame 
Sadie’s bedroom, at the tower’s base.) He had become interest
ed in this method of building, possibly during a 1909 trip to 
Mexico City, and was eager to try it. It would be a way of con
structing part of the new house out of the very’ land on which 
it stood, making it literally indigenous (though the claylike 
loam used for the walls came from some distance away). He 
obtained instructions and advice from the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and from the Agricultural School at Davis.

In the fall of 1926 Warren had a heart attack. Despite his 
illness, the Santa Cruz project remained uppermost in his 
thoughts. He and Sadie decided to see what young Bill 
Wurster could do with it and sent him their accumulation of 
Howard drawings. In a letter dated December 19, 1926, 
Warren wTote Bill, saying that a board and batten exterior fin
ish (like one W’urster had used in a house in Oakland)** would 
be suitable and that “w'e w-ant this house to be a simple one 
which can be closed when we are away, but which nevertheless 
w ill have a maximunt of comfort while we are there.”*^

Warren died in February 1927, and everything came to a 
halt. Six months later, Sadie asked Bill to resume his analysis. 
Bill recalled the subsequent events in a letter written to Sadie 
on her birthday 25 years later: “Dearest Mrs. Gregory:
How well I remember this day in 1927 when I met you on 
Hearst and LeConte and spent the day on the beginning 
sketches for the Farm—and that evening at Don’s you said, 
‘This is it—when do we start?’ "*^
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John Galen Howard’s proposal 

for a new house contained sev

eral elements that Wurster

would distill and refine.
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stabilizing the Essential

Bill’s design, after what he maintained was only a day’s work, 
embodied eveiything Sadie and Warren had been looking for. 
It was a deep!)' original conception, but one that benefited 
from the close analysis of Henrv- Howard’s earlier planning.

Bill’s solution was to keep only the bare oudine of Henrj- 
Howard’s L-shaped plan. He pared it to the bone, removing as 
much stylistic elaboration as possible. Out went the stucco 
walls, wrought iron grille-work and tile roofs. Out went such 
formal-sounding and elaborately treated rooms as the 
“vestibule,” with its ceiling detailed as a “five-part cloister 
v'ault,” and the flagstone-paved “loggia.”

Though Bill retained certain key spaces, he utterly trans
formed them. For example, Howard’s two intersecting “corri
dors," though essentially open to the weather, were separated 
from the courtj'ard by balusters and could be used only as 
hallways between the bedrooms and the vestibule. Bill made 
them “galleries”: covered extensions of the courty'ard and fully 
accessible from it. The covered walkways themselves became a 
kind of vestibule leading to and protecting the front door,

H«nry Howard's plan for a new 

house (top) and Bill Wunter's 

final plan.

1 •
_________) •
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Graphics by Neema Kudva, 

based on drawings from the 

Documents Collection. College 

of Environmental Design 

Library, University of California, 

Beifceley, and from Bay Ana 

Housas.
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Image and Reality s«e th« farmhouse more as pictorial image artd 

less as a real house. What did impress me strong

ly was the clarity and discipline of the plan of 

both the house artd the beautifully simple gar

den. The clear, sharp definition of the house and 

garden separated from the entrance and a low 

garden wall had the greatest impact.

I had come to know Bill Wurster quite well 

before the war, v>d it was what he said, his worv 

derfully simple and straightforward description 

of what he was trying to do and what he 

thought we should all be trying to do. that was 

much more influential than the buildings, as 

beautifully and striking as they were. I was espe

cially taken with many of Bill's San Francisco 

houses, especially the severely plain ones using 

that most ordinary siding, channel rustic. But

nothirtg, fifty years ago, came close to the won

der of the Ycrba Buena Club built for the 1939

San Francisco Fair.
tt was probably r>ot urrtil about six or eight years 

ago that I saw the Gregory farmhouse. Until then 

I had only known K from Roger Sturtevant’s ele

gant photographs and from the plans that had 

been published in a number of consumer or 

professiortal journals.

I probably first saw articles about the farm

house in Archit*ctur» when I was still at Penn in 

193S. I confess that my first Impressiom, proba

bly influenced In part by the fact that Arc/itfec- 

tun was the most conservative of the Journals 

then (publishing largely derivative work, strongly 

or mildly so) and In part by the romantic charac

ter of Roger Sturtevant's photographs, led me to

Firulty seeing the Gregory farmhouse com

pletely dispelled the soft romanticism that 

Sturtevant's photographs had corweyed. H had a 

wortderful, slightly beat up look to it. (I suspect 

n always had that) arK) a simplicity which for all 

its power did not get In the way. K is one of the 

best examples, if not the best of Bill's ideas. I 

might regret that I did iwt realize this by loolcir>g 

at magazirtes, but then I had H straight from Bill. 

It is a useful lesson in the limits of flat images on 

flat paper. It is one hell of a good house.

—Joseph P. Esherick



which now opened directly into the living room. Bill’s design 
contained only one short interior hall, from the living room to 

bedrooms, and even that opens to the courtyard.
Bill concentrated on the idea that this house would be used 

primarily during the wannest months of the year and made 
sure that every major room opened directly to the out-of- 
doors. The living room has doors to the outside on three 
sides, and every major bedroom opens onto a porch. There is 
even a porch at the east end of the living room, just off the 
kitchen, to be used as an outdoor dining room.

Bill brought his own strong architectural sensibility to the 
commission. Like John Galen Howard before him, Bill had 
studied early California adobe architecture, especially the early 
nineteenth-century buildings of Monterey, with their signa
ture verandahs, double-hung windows, shingled roofs and 
walled courtyards. He certainly knew the handsomely propor
tioned double-decker porches of the Larkin house, and he 
might well have seen the Slierwood Ranch, also in Monterey 
County, which consisted of adobe buildings and wotnlen 
buildings standing side by side around a walled courtyard with 
a distinctive arched gateway.

For the Gregory farmhouse, Bill reinter|)reted aspects of 
the vernacular Monterey ranch, especially “an early California 
Yard,” on his own terms: by abstracting it slightly, by favoring 
broad unbroken surfaces and by employing a stricter sense of 
proportion and axiality.

Perhaps Bill’s most original contributions were his concen
tration on the idea of the house as a walled compound in the 
wilderness and his realization that the entrance and the sense 
of arrival should dominate. The importance of that feeling is 
apparent in his first reaction to the site, noted in a letter to 
Warren dated February 11, 1927; “I think the site very' Iwauti- 
ful, not the least of its charms being the approach. An air of 
intimacy seems always gained when one descends into a fore
court. I was totally unprepared for this as I had conceived of it 
on a knoll in such a fashion that one always climbed."'^ His 
gate, wall and tower create an essentially ceremonial public 
facade that is oriented toward the road, which shields the 
main living areas behind it and allows them to open informally 
to a private outdoor world of trees, sun and view.

The process of clarification and simplification, of reduction 
to essential elements, would no doubt have pleased Warren, 
but it was equally important to Sadie. Not only did she need 
to keep costs down now that her husband was gone; she also 
frowned upon pretense of any kind. She had been trained as a 
political economist at the University of Chicago, where she 
had studied under Thorsiein Veblen. Any hint of “conspicu
ous consumption” was anathema.*5 And since her shingle-cov
ered, gable-roofed Berkeley house, where she and Warren had

two

Th« ritual Fourth of July parade. 

Photo by Thomas Church, cour

tesy Daniel P. Gregory.

Opposite:

Southeast corner of the house. 

Photo by Roger Stiaievant.
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hosted “Dr. Veblen” many times, was stylistically unpreten
tious (though expansive), simplicity and infonnalit)' would be 
even more important in her summer house.

Sadie and Bill were kindred spirits. Bill's own description of 
the project soon after its completion underscores their mutual 
agreement on a fonn of architectural understatement; “A 
resolve was formed to make it simple and direct—no substi
tutes of any kind—to keep it free from any distorted or over
studied look.” That meant, for the walls, “rough vertical 
redwood boards, left without battens as it was desirable to 
have more restful surfaces than battens allow.” It meant little 
reliance on style: “In general there was a definite attempt to 
keep the building free from so-called decoration, relying for 
interest on the proportioning of the necessary elements.

Architectural understatement meant collaboration. Kamily 
and friends brainstormed over the design of the farmhouse 
with excitement and enthusiasm. According to Josephine 
Gregory, the ideas of making the water tower an emphatic 
three stories instead of the strictly functional two (for gravity 
flow) and of placing it next to the rammed earth structure 
came from one of Sadie^ closest friends, Kli/,abeih Ellis, who 
had met Bill when he worked briefly for the New York archi
tect William Adams Delano several years before. Sadie herself 
contributed the idea of built-in brick seats on either side of

An Eye on Bill Wurster

from hit Carmol studio, photographer 

Morlay Baar raflaatad on his 45-yaar caraar 

arid his abiding intarast in Bay Araa-styla 

architaftura. Ha waas introducad to arthitac- 

tural photography In San Francisco attar 

World War II by Roger Sturtaaant, whose 

work ha had admirad. Sturtavant helped him 

gat started by tailing him what arahitacts to 

go sea. Baar photographed the Gregory 

farmhouse dunng Me mid-1970s. Several of 

those photographs, never before published, 

accompany this article.

16

the living room fireplace.
One ultimately discarded suggestion was to use unpeeled

madrone saplings for the roof beams in the living room. This 
would have been a picturesque homage to Sadie and W'^arren’s 
friend Joseph Worcester, the influential Swedenborgin minis
ter who had incorporated unpeeled logs from the Santa Cruz 
mountains in the nave of his church in San Francisco many
years before. Don Gregory said that they tried the madrone 
saplings “but it looked awful.”*^ They decided to use ordinary 
wood beams and paint the living room white like the rest of 
the house, though a hint of romantic rusticity remained in 
Bill’s eye-catching basket-weave pattern of rough sawn fir 
floor boards.

Bill WMTster at the Gregory 

house.

Photo by Thomas Church, 

courtesy Daniel P. Gregory.
Finally, but most imponantly, architectural understatement 

meant a design diat functioned well for the family who built 
it. Bill wrote: “This was a happy job from start to finish, for 
utmost cooperation lifted it far higher than any one of 
could have brought about. Both the actual plan and the 
appearance are not too ‘busy’ for really simple living.”*^ More 
than 60 years later, and with very little modification, the house 
continues to shelter and shape family activities as friends and 
relatives eddy through the big living room onto the terrace, 
gathering again for a Fourth of July picnic of ham and ravioli 
and artichoke hearts under the oaks at the edge of the hill.

us

South wing and forecourt of 

th« Gregory Houh.

Photo by Morley Baer.
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S90,000 house k>o4t like a $10,000 house." There 

was a restraint, a holding back in his work.

An architect once said to me, "You interpret 

a house well for lay people, but not for archi

tects. You explain where It's done and how It 

functiom, but you don't provide the depth of 

analysis that architects would like." Well, I'm 

perfectly happy to interpret for lay people. 

Aforfey Baer was tnferv/ewecf by 

Daniel P. Gregory.

a diet on the patio. Bill said anhitecture had to 

have delight in It mnb I was astonished to learn 

that architecture should have anythirsg to do 

with delight.

I really liked the Gregory farmhouse, which 

I considered the first modern ranch house. I 

knew Bill was sometimes criticised by other 

architects who thought hts houses were so 

plaiiv but I thought that was why they were so 

wortderful. In many of Bill's houses there was 

very little need to edit the spaces for the pho

tographs. They were not that bedecked.

I always liked Catherine Wurster's (Bill's 

wife) famous statement, which I heard her 

make, that "there's rtobody like Bill to make a

Photography came first; I had no previous 

trainirtg in architecture. Because I had rw beck- 

groufsd in architecture, I warrted to be sure that 

I was faithful to what the architect designed. I 

studied the design, asked why the house was 

sited where K was, how it functioned, what

tha materials were. I listersed to the architect

ar>d prided myself on adhering to the architect's 

design. I tried to be deliberate and careful in 

my shooting. I felt my task was to explain the 

design in the |>hotographs.

Bill Wurster had a lot to do with educatii>g 

me about architecture. On Saturday aftenwons 

In tha early 1950s he would walk down to our 

house on Greertwood Common in Berkeley for



Refiectionf on a Visit quit* diff*r«nt if somehow magically I had 

been UtuHiwi onto the sit* and had explored it 

unaccompanied. But with so knowledgeable, 

and so personally involved and intimately con

nected a guide as Gregory, my experierK* was 

enriched immeasurably.

As my experience of the farmhouse had 

been only through photographs and through 

the words of such enthusiastic commentators 

as Charles Moore, I was prepared to be disillu

sioned by the reality. In the age of mechanical 

reproduction, reality is frequenty less wonder

ful than our anticipation of H. Not so in the case 

of the Gregory farmhouse, whkh, as I thiitk 

back on it rtow some five years later, had that 

meffable cpialrty kt reality—dare I use the bua- 

word aura—that It had for ma in tha photos. A

To have known a work of architecture for a 

long time on paper, and then to have the 

opportunity to see it in person especially when 

that work Is a vary private work, is a particular 

privilege. It was my good fortuna to be taken 

to see the Gregory farmhouse by Daniel P, 

Gregory, who kindly Invited San Frarxisco archl- 

tact Ibby Levy and me for lurxh with hh family 

at his mothar's house on the same property.

I go into details of personal drcumstaiKes 

because building exists not ordy In a place, that 

is to say, a physical context but In a social and 

cultural context as well. My sense of the 

Gregory farmhouse would have been perhaps
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work created at a pivotal point in an architect's 

career, the Gregory farmhouse Is the minor 

masterpiece I had been lad to believe it to be.

What makes it so special? It te not really 

natural to Its place, though I had been led to 

believe it might so seem. In fact, it is arty and 

stagey and therein lies its (harm. From artiness 

and staginess comes an intimacy of scale and a 

wonderfully toy-like spirit. Though a stage 

set and a toy, it is much mere—ft is a knowing 

work of architecture, with carefully composed 

elements that blend abstract order and sceno- 

graphk effect

Everydiing about it seems so deliberate yet 

so casual, so contrived yet so straightforward. 

The materials are har>dled in a way toat sug

gests not a natural inevitability but the inge

nious translation of one material to artother. So 

too, the forms, Californian by adoption, seem 

much more of Mormandy by way of New York. 

Thereby they invite interpretation arui add mys

tery. The Gregory farmhouse Is a marvel of 

architectural artifice.

••r.
1

The road leading from the 

Gregory house.

Photo by Thomas Church, cour

tesy Daniel P. Gregory.

Frames of Reference

When Frank Lloyd Wright met Bill Wurster for the first 
time, so the story goes, he said: “Oh yes. You’re that shanty 
architect. I understand your roofs leak too.

This would have pleased Bill, because it showed that 
Wright knew enough alnmt Wurster’s work to start playing 
one-upmanship the moment they were introduced. Bill took 
some pleasure in his reputation for designing houses that 
looked, if not shanty-like, at least simple and straightforward, 
yet artful enough to make you think they belonged where they 
were. If a house looked cheap, so much the better. In his own 
words; “I like to work on direct, honest solutions, avoiding 
exotic materials, using indigenous things so that there is no 
affectation and the best is obtained for the money.”20 The 
Gregory farmhouse was one of his first houses to express that 
philosophy with eloquence and assurance.

Such early California architects as Ernest C’oxhead,
Bernard Maybeck, Julia Morgan and John Galen Howard had 
produced a regional architecture by using redwood and incor
porating vernacular elements into their residential work. But it 
was really the next generation of Bay Area architects—led by 
Bill Wurster and including Gardner Daily, Hervey Clark and 
others—that consciously articulated a regional point of view.

Bom in the central valley town of Stockton, Calif., in 1895, 
Wurster graduated from Berkeley in 1919. After working for 
other architects during the early 1920s, he launched his own 
practice in San Francisco in 1926. One commission led to 
another; on the strength of a visit to the Gregory farmhouse, 
for example, the developer of a residential gold course com
munity at Santa Cruz, called Pasatiempo, hired Bill to do most

”19
—Aobert A.M. Stem

The Irving room of the Gregory 

house.

Photo by Roger Sturtevant. 

courtesy Oakland Museum.
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Design Documents CoJIec- 
tion, University of 
California, Berkeley.

of the early houses and club buildings. The Pastiempo houses 
gave him his first extensive experience in reinventing the sub
urban ranch house.

By 1943 Bill had designed more than 200 houses through
out the San Francisco Bay Area, many in partnership with 
Theodore Bemardi and Donn Emmons. After a stint as dean 
of architecture at MIT from 1944 to 1950, he returned to 
Berkeley where, with his wife, city planner Catherine Bauer, 
he helped found the College of Environmental Design, 
becoming its first dean. He received the Gold Medal from the 
American Institute of Architects (its highest honor) in 1969. 
He died in 1973.

Wurster’s trademarks were a sophisticated simplicity, care
ful siting, emphatic indoor-outdoor relationships, natural 
materials straightforwardly worked and a contradictory air of 
informal, sometimes rustic elegance—like an expensively tai
lored work shirt. In his early houses especially. Bill Wurster 
reworked the old and the ordinary, helping us see familiar 
things as if for the first time.

His was not a radical but a subtle art. Like a photographer 
or collage-maker, he dealt in readj'-made images, fashioning 
his assemblages out of the experience of everyday reality. He 
thought of architecture as a social art, a collaboration between 
architect and client. For Bill, architecture was “the picture 
frame and not the picture."^*

His most powerful works, like the Gregory farmhouse, 
remain indelible frames for living because they seem 
inevitable. They are capable of sparking a shock of recogni
tion: Arrival means simply coming home at last through a big, 
generous front door to an outdoor room with a view. Such a 
house is not just regional but archetypal. Welcome home.
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husband Wesley:
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meant for Sadie not only 
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read his manuscripts.” pp. 
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DISPATCHES• • •

THE CITY ON A HILL

Washington, D.C.—They stand here 
enigmatically, in a meadow, on a hill, 
in the far outer reaches of this monu
mental capital city. Twenty-two Corin
thian columns, abandoned from the 
the U.S. Capitol when it was enlarged 
some 30 years ago, have been resur
rected and re-arranged on a grassy 
knoll in the National Arboretum.

The National Capitol Columns, as 
they are called, are not quite a ruin, 
but neither are they a celebration. 
Arranged almost as they were when 
they stood at the Capitol, they suggest 
a portico or a colonnaded chamber, 
and are reminescent of some place 
else, some time else—perhaps the 
Capitol itself in an era when govern
ment, and architecture, was much 
more accessible to ordinarj' people.

The columns surround a terrace of 
marble blocks that were removed from 
the Capitol steps during the same 
e.xpansion, and whose chipped and 
worn edges betray their age. Bursts of 
th)Tne are planted in the gaps between 
these blocks, giving the assemblage an 
unkempt look. The names of those 
who contributed to this $2 million 
project are carved in the marble, subtly 
reminding us of the financial limita
tions of our national government.

Because of their improbable loca
tion, one cannot separate the presence 
of the columns from the reason they 
are here. They were shorn from the 
Capitol facade because they could not 
support a new, enlarged pediment that 
was installed, and were left to languish. 
They were rescued through the persis

The National Capitol Columns. 

Photo by Todd W. Bressi.tence of the late Ethel Garrett, who 
arranged for the /Vrboretum to accept 
them and raised money to pay for their 
installation. Russell Page, the English 
landscape gardener, chose the site and 
made a preliminary sketch; Pat Faux 
and Russ Hanna of EDAW^s Alexan
dria office completed the project.

The columns are or|>hans of the 
expansion not only of the Capitol, Imt 
also of the city and the nation. 'I'hey 
belong in Washington's monumental 
core as a testament to the restless ex
pansion of the U.S. and the furtive re
building of its cities. Instead, they have 
been relegated to the Arboretum— 
not because we have no other place to 
erect them, hut because we have not 
found a more comfortable way of inte
grating our past into our present.

So the columns stand improbably 
on this grass)’ knoll, transposing the 
moral and civic vision they embody to 
an unlikely venue, just as this nation 
carried that vision to the most remote 
comers of the continent. But they also 
stand resolute, offering a counterpoint 
to and commentary on the relentless 
transformation that thrust them here. 
In that sense, they stand as a cit\’ in 
exile, a silent city on a hill.

—Todd W. Bressi
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